




The

Hippocratic

Ootft

I do sokmnly swcoTj

by that wfiicH I bold

most sacred, that 1

wiff be (oyal to the

profession of
mmicine and just and

generous to its

members. Tfiat I wid
(ead my bfe and

practice my art in

uprightness and

honor. That into

whatsoever house 1

shad enter it shad be

for the good of the

sick. To the upmost

of my power 1 hoid

mysey alooffrom
wrong, from
corruption, from the

tempting of others to

vice. That I wid
exercise my art

solely for the cure of
my patients, and wid
give no drug, perform

no operotioTi, for a

criminat purpose,

even if sohdted, far

less suggest it That

whatsoever I shad

see or hear, I wid
keep inviolably

secret These things I

do promise and in

proportion as I am
faithful to this, my
oath, may happiness

and good repute be

ever mine, the

opposite if I shad be

foresworn.





^‘Where do you learn your medicine? From your books,

medical school, and teachers. But where do you learn your

empathy?”

Silence

{small voice in hack of the class) “Your parents?”

YouWe darn right! Your parents!

paraphrased from a discussion between

Dr. T. Woodward and a group ofjunior

Medicine students, class of 1989.

This yearbook is dedicated to the

parents and all others who instilled

the sense ofempathy in us.
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“c MEDICAL EXAMINEli
Baltimore, Maryland — ONE DOLLAR— MARCH 10, 1 999

BRE£IKS
SILENCEON
SWITCH TO
MODELLING

Breaking a year-long silence, Dr. John Alexander granted the Medical Examiner an interview about

his highly publicized switch from space surgery to modelling.

In August of 1997, he abruptly ended his distinguished NASA career as chief of outer space surgery to

pursue a career in fashion modelling in New York. Many thought he had shunned his duties and

obligations to his country for a narcissistic plunge into media hype and overexposure. NASA spokesman

Ben Downineader said at the time, "The guy is so locked on himself that he needs to put on a bib every

time he sees his picture in a magazine. He's the only person to request to bring his groupies into space

with him. Believe me, the program is better off without a prima donna like him."

Within months, Alexander's picture was on the cover of GO, Playgirl, TV Guide, LIFE, Newsweek,

Time, and The National Enquirer. He released his autobiography, a three volume opus entitled, I Get

Sexier Every Day, in time for Christmas.

"Listen, I milked Medicine for everything I could get," says Alexander, "and it was time to move on." Alexander during a Sky Lab Mission
I just said, "Hey, I've got the best body and face in the country, why not splash it on every tabloid I could last year,
and rake in some bucks?"

Does this attitude exploit men?

"Hell, no — actually I'm exploiting women! These broads are so warn

for my form that they'll buy anything with my picture on it. I'll go on recorc

as saying that the proliferation of my pictures will continue."
i

What do men think? ^

"Most men are in awe of my combination of brains and physique. And,

of course, some guys want me!"

Ex-classmate Darryn Band says, "I liked John in med school, but even

then, you could see this coming. All he talked about was money — and

about how every nurse at University wanted to have his babies."

"I think my ego involvement in this whole thing has been ex-

aggerated," retorts Alexander. "Face it, if you could make every womar

you meet foam at the mouth, you'd take advantage of it, too. In space, you

get publicity only when you have a take-off or landing. In the OR, you have

your body covered up. This is the best vehicle for me to clean up — myi

business mind and great body."
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nSTEDRBCTM GURU
nORE TO

KB^BnSBSHOCK/NC
STUDY
BBSULTS

Dr. Tony Fiore, world renowned gastro-

enterologist, today announced that his study

on the revolutionary whole-fisted rectal exam
is complete and will be published next week.

The Medical Examiner was able to obtain an

exclusive interview with Fiore this week, in

which he outlined his findings.

The study mainly points out the advan-

Itages of the fisted technique over the tra-

Iditional one finger exam. Chief among these

I is improved detection of rectal masses and

Idiverticulae, fecal evacuation, and heme test-

ling advantages.

"When the examiner has his whole fist in

the rectum," Fiore points out, "he is able to

rotate the fist in the rectum and use his

fingers to probe for masses. This more com-

pletely rules out the common rectal polyps

land cancers. The finger can only be inserted

as far as the metacarpalphalangeal joint but

the only limit to the fist is theoretically at the

shoulder. This also makes the exam more

complete."

"When the fist is removed, we have found

that the suction created actually pulls out all

fecal material, making an immediate repeat

exam essentially like an exam after an en-

ema."

"We also found that as the fingers probe

jthe colon and rectum, one can dig any in-

ifected material out of diverticulae."

i When asked about his patients' reaction to

the new technique, he says, "It is a bit more

uncomfortable for most patients, but I just

S

keep reminding them during the exam how
much more thorough it is and well, some of

the patients actually seem to kinda like it."

! He also points out that if a fist is applied to

>hemoccult cards, a greater surface area could

ibe used to detect blood in stool.

I "The biggest effect on the medical com-

|munity, though, will be the increase in stock

value for companies that manufacture elbow

I
length rubber gloves."

Fiore, far right, shows some third year medical students his technique
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MVSTEI7V
SOtMBOm

Government officials have completed a ten

year in-depth investigation of the T.U.S.H.

(Tantalizing Unidentified Sensuous Hiney)

sightings, first reported at the University of

Maryland in 1985. Reportedly, it was at that

time this mysterious derriere began surfacing in

photographs taken by various members of

Maryland's medical school's Class of 1989. Rec-

ognizable by its distinct size and shape, this

unclaimed gluteus had been glimpsed in pho-

tographs of class picnics, parties, banquets, and

once quite inexplicably, even under a table.

For ten years the FBI investigated the

T.U.S.H. mystery under a shroud of secrecy.

"We had to employ drastic measures to keep it

under cover because the women were every-

where. I have never seen women get so excited

about anything," said one disgusted investigator

who was himself somewhat lacking in the rear

end department. Investigators verified that the

owner of the mystery T.U.S.H. did indeed belong

to a 1989 medical student but refused to com-

ment further. "The man is now a prominent

neurosurgeon in Ohio, and he has a wife and
two kids. We have been assured by the gen-

tleman that his T.U.S.H.-flashing days are over,

so we will not jeopardize his career by revealing

his identity."

This tenacious reporter has however man-
aged to ferret out the identity of this so-called

prominent neurosurgeon. When Dr. David S.

Geckle was confronted with the ten-year old

pictures of his behind, he could no longer deny it.

"Well, I thought it was my best side . .

."

stammered the red-faced neurosurgeon. This

reporter whole-heartedly agrees.

It was thought by several interested women thal

this elusive behind must belong to a medical studenl

in the Class of 1989, but although these femalej

pursued all leads, they were unable to identify th(

owner of this popular T.U.S.H. Demand had height-

ened and the situation became explosive when th(

yearbook staff of 1989 discovered that at least on(

third of the 200-i- photographs submitted for use in th(

yearbook, featured this infamous derriere. The FBI

was called in to investigate at that time after hordes o

hysterical women mobbed the OSA.

Dr. Geckle admits to T.U.S.H. photos under duress
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MEDICAL ENQUMRBR
EXCLUSIVE
MBmCM.
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Artery: The study of fine paintings

Barium: what you do when CPR fails

Benign: what you become after eight

Colic: sheep dog

Cesarian Section: a district in Rome

Coma: a punctuation mark

Congenital: friendly

Dilate: to live long

Fester: quicker

GI Series: baseball games between teams of soldiers

Grippe: a suitcase

Hangnail: a coat hook

Medical staff: a doctor's cane

Minor operation: coal digging

Morbid: a higher office

Muga: any person you are likely to meet on a dark street in New York

Nitrate: lower than the day rate

Node: was aware of

Organic: church musician

Outpatient: a person who has fainted

Post-operative: a letter carrier

Protein: in favor of young people

Secretion: hiding anything

Serology: study of English knighthood

Tablet: small table

Tumor: an extra pair

Urine: opposite of "you're out"

Varicose Veins: veins which are very close together
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MS I and MS II Home Away from Home?
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Maryland Student Teaching Facility

Broadway Market in Fells Point
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The Carter Center Playground

Mercv Medical Center



PENN RESTflURftNT

University Hospital: 13 floors and home of some of the world’s slowest

elevators



Office
OF

student
Affairs

Bernice Sigman, M.D.: Den-Mother

Gary Plotnick, M.D. Michael Plant, Ph.D. Also doubles as an IHB instructor

Doing the Conga
1 to r: Claudia Crofton, Sonia Beasley, Dottie Smith, Hermione Hicks, Joan Bahler, Inez Pegram



Matching: Can you identify the faculty members who uttered the

following (or something similar) or who are associated with the

following gestures? (Hint: they’re all from first year)

1. “I know you MCAT jocks will like this test! You have until this time tomorrow.”

2. “Dat’s stwatafied, but stwatafied what?”

3. ”1 don’t care about your stupid fire alarm!!! Get in here, damn it! I’ve got a lecture to

give!”

4. “Hacking away again are you? No, good God! Look what you’ve done, you’ve gone and
cut the whole bloody thing off!!!”

5. “Right dair, you hab-uh-duh arveorar duck. Werr, maybe I hab to focus.” •

6. “Yust a minute, yust a minute, meestir!”

7. “The . . .
(long pause] . .

.
ponto (long pause) . . . cere . .

.
(long pause with subsequent

ballistic head/neck jerk movements) . . . Well, we’ve covered a lot . . . uh . . . today!”

8. “Look, don’t worry . .
.
(infinite pause) . .

.
you’re all gonna make it through, just try to

master the material. I apologize for my tardiness. We’ve started today’s little talk 20

minutes late because . .

.”

— Musa Tangoren
May 19, 1986
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1 to r (back): Drs. Frances Schulter-Ellis, Judy Strum, George Markelonis, Charles Shear,

Marshall Rennels^ Tae Oh, David Pumplin, Edward Donati, Lloyd Guth. front: Drs. Blair

Clark, Larry Anderson, Barbara Bregman

Biochemistry Dr. E.C.B. Hall-Craggs

A
n
a
t

o
m

Dr. Stephen Max
Recipient of Freshman Year Student Council Faculty Award

Biochemistry: 1 to r: Dr. Enrico Bucci, Lindsay Black, Seymour Pomerantz,
Donald Gill, Giuseppe Inesi, Terry Rogers, Lenard Frank, Arthur Zachary

Dr. Marshall Rennels
Recipient of Freshman Year Student Council Faculty

Award

I
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G
Y

Dr. Mary Hall-Craggs

PHARMACOLOGY

M

Dr. Ollie Eylar

Recipient of the Sophomore Stu-

dent Council Faculty Award
Golden Apple Award, 1989



Theodore Woodward, Professor Emeritus
Most popular Medicine professor, retired from Golden Apple
Award, Class of ’89

Milford (Mickey) Foxwell, M.D., Internal Medicine

Brian Sparr, M.D., Nephrology Frank M. Calia, M.D., Vice-Chairman,
Department of Medicine

Winner of the Golden Apple Award



I

Dr. E. George Elias, Surgical Oncology

Dr. William Scovill, General Surgery

Dr. Mukund Didolkar, Surgical Oncology

Dr. Eliot Badder, Mercy Hospital

Dr. Larry Fitz-

patrick, left,

Mercy Hospital,

and Dr. Lauren
Schnaper, right.

General Sur-
gery

J



Dr. J. Laurence Hill, Pediatric Surgery Dr. Daniele Rigamoti, Neurosurgery

Dr. Luis Queral, Vascular Surgery

Dr. Bonnie Beaver, Pediatric Surgery

Dr. Thomas Gillespie, Orthopedics

Clare Sutherland, “Did you bring back your key?” Dr. Cyrus L. Blanchard, Chairman, Department of Otolaryngology

I

15
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Radiology

John Diaconis, M.D.
(Yes, he knows about the radiograph)

Jeremy Young, M.D.

Nancy O. Whitley, M.D.

or

Irene Kostrubiak, M.D., left.
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Joseph £ Whitteyj M.D^
Chairman^ Department ofKadiotogy

MarehZZ; 1931’April Z8, 1989

Dr. Whitley’s academic first love and real

forte has always been teaching at the medical

student and resident levels.

from the awarding of the Gold
Medal of the Association of

University Radiologists.

A teacher affects eternity; he cannot tell

where his influence stops.

Henry Brooks

Adams
The Education of

Henry Adams



Psychiatry/BSS
isr- : %;

)

George Balis, M.D., psychiatry



Joseph David and Steve Hatem

Sorry, Mike (Lantz), we printed it anyway.

John Promes: “I said ‘mayo’, not ‘mustard’!”

Geoff Rosenthal looks on in amazement as Glenn Sandler
takes the rest of the hottle out of his mouth. Alan Schneider and Tracy Magnuson dance the

night away.

Presenting the Air Guitar Band (Joe Chin, Tony Fiore, John Wiley, Mike Lantz, Pet<
Wisniewski)

‘‘Jeanette, must we discuss this in front of Mary?” 1

9



Class members await the first attempt at a class picture.

Musa Tangoren studies for the National Boards at the beach.

Darryn Band gasps for air in a sea of amniotic fluid.

Jean Marie Naples and Susan Henley celebrate Carmel
Deckelman’s baby shower.
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Susan Henley without her false teeth

Eddie Johnson urges Mary Diephaus to

“Come and Get Me.”

Stephanie Linder and Ed Monico on South Paca Street

Jean Marie Naples auditions for Soul Train.

doward Morris and Ned Gutman watch as David Burns challenges Mike Martin to a game of
Aess.
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Dave Scharff does his impression of KISS’ Gene Simmons.

Why would anyone want this

wonderful cafeteria cuisine?

David Gnegy discovers the cake was baked by the world fame

VA hospital bakery.

Struggling student Steve Miller offers a guided tour of his home

during medical school.

over the

22



(fusa Tangoren brings John Alexander to his
urprise birthday party.

Dave Scharff and Doug Lienesch take a dive after learning their priority numbers.

Darryn Band displays picnic frisbee to Ann Mattson and Patty
Martin.

Merdad Parsey: need we say more?

Ola Monast3u-skyj is always open to new cul-
tures.

23



Darlene Marshall: That’s right, sir, I said prostate exam.

Jenny Bickley and Stephanie Linder: Lions and Tigers and Bears! Oh, my!

Luckily, Dave Riseberg and Ron Schwartz were success-

fully separated at Johns Hopkins prior to Dave’s wedding.

Babak Jamasbi: Aw, come on, if I don’t tal

picture, no one will believe this happened.

Babak Jamasbi: (with Nilou Guiv and Angela Choe): “No, r

Bruce (Lipskind), they’re not ready to leave yet!”

Tony Fiore: I won’t do it and you
can’t make me!



Normalacy was definitely not one of Carmel’s criteria. Here (1 to r) Maywin
Liu, Musa Tangoren, and Ola Monastyrskyj try to help Geoff Rosenthal fit in.

David Browne: “Aw, come on, Susan, you
said I could lead!”

Karen Ksiazek: yeah. Mom, medical school is bru-

tal.

Now we’re ready to play Family Feud!

Harinder Dhindsa; Leighton (Forrester), are sure that was really helium?

25



Bob Haddon takes the time to smell the roses after a particularly hard day.

Another strenuous day at the VA hospital for Dan Croteau, Merdad Parsey, and
Dave Riseberg.

Ginsberg*s Theorem:

1. You can*t win
2. You can*t break even

3. You can*t ever quit the game

Brian Breslaw and Frank Collins find a more constructive

way to pass the time during Pharm lecture.
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Azar Dagher, the next Phil Collins?

Eugene Sullivan attains a blood alcohol level of 500 mg/dl.

Imhoffs £aw:

^he organization of any bureau-

cracy is very much like a septic

tank — the really big chunks

always rise to the top.

Tom Lang winks after securing a date for

the Senior Prom with Rich Weinstein.
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Cherished CDoments

Joy and Dale Meyer in Pakistan Laurie Smith proudly shows her engagement ring to Lise Satterfield.

Group photo time! back row (1 to r): Mary Diephaus, Darryn Band, John Hanrahan, Tracy
Magnuson, Karen Ksiazek, John Unterborn, Steve Hearne, Glenn Sandler front (1 to r): Lou
Bezold, Arjun Chanmugam, Maura Hanrahan, Dierdre Butler, Ola Monastyrskyj, Mike Lantz

Hey, Steve
(Hearne), how’s
Ocean City?

28

John and Maura Hanrahan



1/Vho said the first two years of medical school are rough? Qeff Batsleer in Grenada)

A shortage of cadavers calls for drastic measures. (Bob Haddon,
Jenny Moy, Ola Monastyrskyj)

. . . and away we go!! (Eddie Johnson, Mary Diephaus)

But, Merdad, where are you going? You gotta stay for the Pharm lectures!

“Oh, relax. Iris, there’s always the T-score” (Iris Keys, Charlene (Merdad Parsey, Geoff Rosenthal)

Edwards)

Tom Lang: “Hey, this Ph.D. stuff isn’t too

bad!’’

PRE-CLINICAL
29



Worker's Dilemma:

Ola Monastyrskyj, with Manisha Dhuria (left) and Stephanie Linder: “Y
have to be kidding — the Path and Pharm finals are CUMULATIVE?!”

Must be an exam day

7 . No matter what you do, you'll

never do enough.
2. What you don't do is always
more important than what you do
do.

Is there any question we forgot to challenge.?

30

''How would you like to make a few extra

bucks whilst you're under the anesthetic?"



l/Vould you trust Harinder Dhindsa with your
daughter?

Patty Kendall dreads changing another dia-

per.

Dave Riseberg reviews an EKG with John Wiley.

T
H
E

I

I Y
E
A
R
S

My first day as a third year
student was in Medicine at the
VA. Aside from being unsure of
what was expected of us Junior
medical students, we had the
added burden oflearning how to
read history and physicals with
all of their abbreviations that
very much resembled lower riile

hieroglyphics versus chicken
scratchings versus English. All of
this added to my irritable bowel
syndrome. I'm sure after two
years of training, all ofyou can
whiz through this, so impress
your friends with your abilities.

Please note that thepenmanship
factor has been eliminated.— Greg Mieden

CC: DOE
HPI: AM-a 75 yo WM E H/0 PUD, AODM, TIA, PVD, ASCVD, HTN, MIx2

p on DOA c SOB, DOE, PND, & 4^ T in0U/LE. Pt s F/C,
N/V, A/M, D/C, CP or dia.

12/88 ECHO->M/S MR c LAE>5 cm, EF 40%, 4^inf WM
EKG=-?NSR c occ PVC

,
LAD, LVH

, Q in II, III, F, & RBBB
GXT=>BP4 s Ang/ST

R5S Sm-50 pky,TCh/TG, FHx
,
DM,C^,'twt

Meds: C-AO All: Pen=>BC
PMH: 1960 HTN

1962 DMII, NPH 20u qAM
1981/1983 MI E © EKG/CPK-MB
1984 TIA:NIDC^9O%0 & 60%© CAD

PSH: 1925 T & A

1954 0 DIH
1978' BS E SBFT:^PUD @ Ant c + PS=^BII
1983 CABG*3 LAD (100% prox), RM (90% prox), circ (90% dis),

LM E 50%
1984 Fem/Fem BP

FH: F>k64 MI
M4/84 CRF,"CVA, CA(GI)
B 71 E COPD

SH: Ret 5 y c 40 y H/0 CPA @ NYSE
EtOH 4-6 oz/dO IVDA
W>l/1984 ^
s chd

ROS: © WtL-12# 1 mo, © HA
PEX: OWM E^RR. AF VSS x RR 30. PERRLA, EOMI, F s DM/HTN-opathy

,

C2) EAM s 0bs/TM=P. N/M/Ph S M/L/Bld. Thy i M/N.(S)lsp Cx in
2/3. PMI 15 cm(C)MSL 5th ICS C PCH . RRR c S^, So, SEM c/w MR
JVD 10 cm @ 90® ,4'PT/DP L>R, (2) Car/Fem hr. NABS, S & NT c HJR
14 cm Hep-meg @ MCL, 0 CVAT. O C/SC/AX/ST/Fem LN . © c/c,
3 +PE=^Pat, tes^i^l/, Rec s M & P=boggy, guiac ©, NeurosfNonF.

Karen Ksiazek reads her first history and physical.
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Steve Miller discusses a patient with Randy
Gorman.

Chuck Hurlburt in the lab Binh Nguyen mans the nursing station on 11

West.

HARVARD’S LAW—
Under the most rigorously controlled condi-

tions of pressure, temperature, volume, humid-
ity, and other variables, the organism will do as

it damn well pleases.

Hey, Baby, want to make a post-c£

medical student happy? (Dav;

Geckle]

Charlene Edwards learns that another
of her IV’s has infiltrated.

Dave Browne and Bruce Lipskind head off to attend!

rounds.



foe Ordonez: Send up two large pizzas with everything on them, Stat!

Steve Goldstein with writer’s block.

Charlene Edwards: Well, only two-thirds of the book left to mem-
orize.

Dr. David Friedland leaves his mark.

Dan Croteau, Karen Ksiazek, and Irving Westney.
Lecture: Medical School Paradise?!?
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Lise Satterfield, Maura Hanrahan (Killeen), Eddie Johnson, Mary Diephaus,

Elizabeth Lee.

The Bald Man’s Rap — We’re going bald but we don’t care!

Vanna” (Geoff Rosenthal) kisses the winner (Greg
ilieden).

Larry Narun, Musa Tangoren, and John Alexander sing the Path Slides

blues.

Tom Lang denies that all MD/Ph.D.s like to dress in

drag.

Geoff Rosenthal — a week after Follies.
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The newscast anchors, Dave Scharff and Sally Thorner a.k.a. Elizabeth Lee.

Glenn Sandler in his

“formal” attire re-

turns as the co-host of

Sophomore Follies.

Rappin’ Greg Mieden of the Bald Man’s Rap.

36

Weinreich Blues by Big Red, Alan Schnei-
der.

Darth Warnick (Arjun Chanmugan) is vanquished by Luk
Weinstein (a.k.a.) Rich.

Caryn Brenner Williams and Musa Tangoren with “

Don’t Study With Me.”



Anatomy Carol Starring Gregg Wolff as Dr. E.C.B. Hall-Craggs (1 to r) Brian

Jastridge, Steve Hearne, Adam Frank, Ola Monastyrskyj, Maywin Liu, Kathy
Jsher, Ann Hagen (Shirey), Gregg Wolff, Caryn Brenner Williams, Ron
Williams, Dave Scharff.

Newscast anchors Bob Haddon and Jamie Harms with Follies co-hosts John
(Hambo) Hanrahan and Glenn Sandler.

Merdad Pars^, guitarist for the Arrythmics with Lise

Satterfield as Cyndi Lauper.

Follies Finale — “We Are the Weird”
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Arjun Chanmugan finds the only IV ac- How to pass the VA cardiology elective,

cess available.

Karen Ksiazek learns Biochemistry by osmosis.
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Jenny Moy: post call.

A proud Mom and Dad send Jr. off for his first day of third year.

(1 to r) Zahra Ghotbi, David Friedland, John Promes

Gregg Wolff: The Coppertone Boy.

(1 to r) Brian Eastridge, Gregg, Pete Wisniewski, Susan Brinkley



Some of the £css Cerebral

CDoments

1

Darryn Band gives a lecture on the finer points of

grilling hamburgers.

(1 to r) Joy Meyer (Leuchten), Maura Hanrahan (Killeen), and Mary Diephaus are awestruck by

Carmel Deckelman’s condition.

In his spare time, Richard Weinstein is a L.A. gang

member.

Carmel Deckelman in utter disbelief at Geoff Rosenthal’s proposal of marriage.
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Mary Diephaus and Musa Tangoren sing a melody for us.

Eddie Johnson and John Hanrahan enjoying a picnic. Doug Lienesch does not appear happy at having his picture taken.
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Ann Mattson: When I bite into a York Peppermint Patty . .

.

Darryn Band, Janice Miller (Brill), and Nayana Patel.
Arjun Chanmugan tries to decide on a prom date.

Hi, I’m Jeanette Friedman, your Cruise Director.
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Kurt Chen and DeDe Moore cutting some rug.

Joystick in hand, Bill Venanzi is ready for going solo.

Dave Riseberg and Laurie Smith.

A frustrated, Weideman-guzzling Larry Narun can’t convince

Maywin Liu the Alan Wiggins trade was a good move.
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Cheryl Dungan Burk, Dave Gnegy, Maura Hanrahan (Killeen).

I

Stephen Rosenthal shows off the keys to his first car to Jamie Harms and
Mom Carmel Deckelman.

Scott Rankin, David Burns, Irving Westney, Dan King, and Sc

Shepherd.

Neri Cohen mugs for the camera while the rest of the world is oblivious.
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Adam Frank, Steve Daviss, Jean Marie Naples, Eric Nicholson, Maywin Liu, and Janice Miller (Brill).

]aryn Brenner Williams, Ellen Pichney, and Ron Williams.

Ann Mattson, Jennie Tirnauer, John Hanrahan, Patty Martin, Norm Lester.

Karen Ksiazek, Ann Mattson, Dave Scharff, and Robert Maupin.

Lou Bezold, David Geckle, Billy Cook.
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Did someone say “Cheese?”

(1 to r) Barry Oppenheim, John Dea, Mike Lantz (front), John Alexander,

Kathy Boyle, Jennie Tirnauer.

Glenn Sandler dreams of better times.

Joseph David, Bob Haddon, and John Unterborn sitting on the stairs: a Baltimore

tradition.
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Jill Murphy (Midthune) shows who’s “Queen of the
Forest.”

Angela Choe says a fall wedding is planned.

Tenderfoot Jim Heitz.

Rub-a-dub-dub, three men on a tub (1 to r) Ron Schwartz, Dave Gnegy, and Dave
Riseberg.
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Glenn Sandler: So, Chris, who’s the babe?

Joan Bahler unwinds at Hammerjacks after a hard day at the office.

Get down. Grandma Iris.

Differential Diagnosis for this patient: secondary syphilus, herpes,

rabies, ectopic venereal warts, cerebellar ataxia, leprosy, Lesch-Nyan
syndrome ...

''
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it Maura’s bachelorette party, the girls try to decide on whether to go to the sock hop or

tay home, listen to Frankie Avalon records, and have a slumber party.

Jenny Moy hesitates to invite John Doe to take his coat off

and stay awhile.

Ron Williams, Kurt Chen, and Bob Haddon all display the utmost in

maturity on a night out on the town.

Kurt Chen decides to trade suspenders with Ed Chang.
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Brian Eastridge and Gregg Wolff sail the Seven Seas.

Maura Hanrahan (Killeen) gives John Hanrahan a back rub.

Kenny Tilghman, Mike Duhaney, Ava Green, Darryl Gwyn,
Gharlene Edwards, Robin Williams, Iris Gadson, David Burns.

Glenn Sandler, Paul Armstrong, Pete Wisniewski, and Howard
Morris at the HDME retreat.

Sheik Musa Tangoren with Judy Thomas.
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Dave Riseberg instructs Laurie Smith on interviewing skills.

Darryn Band dreams about IHB

Wing Chau goes to the birds.

w ' n
W J* 1

And the winner of 1988’s Hunk of the Year is . . .

Contestants: Darryn Band, John Pagan, Glenn Sandler, ?, John Hanrahan.

Manisha Dhuria learns she will turn into a pumpkin at

midnight.
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Karen Ksiazek, Richard Weinstein, Mary Diephaus.
Dave Shevitz

Erin Drew and Bill Cook

Dave Hudacek, Nilou Guiv, and John Promes

Mike Lantz
Who’s that girl? (Scott Rankin, Irving Westney, Robert Maupin, and Darlene Marshall with

a friend)



Raise your hand if you’re Sure . . . Are you
Sure, Joel?

Fran Rotter and Patty Kendall

Dave Gnegy, Richard Weinstein, Ola Monastryskyj, and Tom Lang
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Manisha Dhuria sports a new 'do.

Angela Choe and Glenn Sandler

Freaky Foursome: Mary Diephaus, Eddie Johnson, Maura
Hanrahan (Killeen), Rich Weinstein.

Tracy Magnuson as Camero Woman.



Maura Hanrahan (Killeen): How ’bout

a little kiss?

Glenn Sandler learns the hazards of taking Arjun Chanmugan
to a Halloween party while Arjun is on surgery.

Medical School takes its toll on Jim Heitz.
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Rich enjoys the peer pressure (1 to r) Eddie Johnson, Maura Hanrahan (Killeen]

Merdad Parsey, John Hanrahan, Kyle Norris, Rich Weinstein

This is the proposed new format for work rounds

gQ
(clockwise) Dave Gnegy, John Pagan, Mary Diephaus, Norm Lester, Ann Mattson,
Karen Ksiazek, and John Hanrahan



un in beautiful downtown Baltimore (Mary Diephaus, Arjun,

lenn Sandler, Merdad Parsey, John Pagan, John Hanrahan)

Dave Gnegy: Go ahead, make my day!

We got the look! (Scott Rankin, Darryl Gwyn, Dave Burns, Robert
Maupin, Irv Westney)

It’s Alive!! (1 to r) Ron Schwartz, Dave Riseberg, Tom Lang

Ralph DeFriece, Azar Dagher, Jennie Tirnauer

Lise Modus the sleek no-mess hairstyle for future interns.
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^he Sophomore

13311

and

J^all'Craggs’

Parewell

Omni ^{otel

April 24, 1987
The Hall-Craggs admire their farewell gift from the class

of 1989.
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%
Patty Kendall and husband Christopher “Skip”
Prater

POWER
OF

LOVE

Ann Shirey Hagen and Eric Christian Ha-
gen

June 26, 1988

Jody Horn and Richard Weinstein

Rob and Tracy Magnuson ready to dance the

night away.

Gene Sullivan and Patty Martin

Steve Goldstein and Nancy Bunker
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Paul and Marga Armstrong
October 29, 1988

Arjun Chanmugan and Karen Tisdale

Caryn Brenner-Williams and Ron Williams
July 5, 1987

Janice and Jeff Miller with son Harris Ja-

cob, born February 21, 1988

David and Kathy Lee Riseberg

Nancy Santanello and Barry Oppenheim
March 12, 1989

Lise Satterfield and Peter Bell

May 13, 1989



Zahra and John Promes

Judy and Zachary Thomas and Ron Hooker

Wing and Julie Chau

Neri and Ilene Cohen with daughter
Dena, December 10, 1988

Marsha Bezold with Alaina (left) and Lauren

V.

Jerry and Molly Hayward

Susie Stickney and Dan Croteau

Dale and Joy Meyer

Brian and
Susan Bres-

law
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Robert Glen Solberg born Nov. 14, 1985

Christina Robinson (Grandma Iris Gadson)

Kenneth Martin
Born May 4, 1988

Ben Murphy

Cindy Chau at 4 years old

Andrea Cohen (Dad Brian) at 4 yean

old



Someone forgot to tell Dave Riseberg
that the 3-D episode of Moonlighting
was cancelled.

John Wiley sets up for a touchdown.

Cleared for landing (Geoff Rosenthal and son, Stephen)

Kathy Usher and Pete Wisniewski become acquainted at the freshman
year HDME retreat.

No one would mistake Merdad Parsey or Tom Lang for the life of the party.
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Hey, Dave Gnegy, what are you going to do now that you’ve

finished med school?

“I’m going to Disney World!”

Steve Daviss and Dave Shevitz head to class.

Musa Tangoren and John Alexander go to the mountain for inspiration.

70

Dierdre Butler learns there are six more ad-

missions that need to be worked up.

The class volunteers Jerry Hayward for the OB/GYN pelvic model (1 to r) Ann
Hagen (Shirey), Paul Armstrong, Azar Dagher, Judy Thomas, Dave Friedland,

Jerry Hayward (front)



MATCH DAY

Dr. Sigman and Dr. Plant stand guard over the results.

March 22, 1989: The big day!

Joseph David
(above) and Ned
Gutman (left, with
wife Kate) at the

moment of truth.

David Geckle, M.D., Neurosurgeon

Harinder Dhindsa was the last to receive his

Match; his patience pays off with over $120.00.

You’ve gotta pay to play. Ola Monastyrskyj
makes her deposit prior to receiving her
Match.
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Match Day ’89: How’d we do?

How do you spell relief? M-A-T-C-H-E-D!! (Dave Browne and Steve

Hatem)

Well, 40% are entering Medicine (down from 47% last year)

14% Surgery, 9% Family Practice, 6% each for Ob/Gyn, Ra-

diology, and Psychiatry, 4% Anesthesiology, 3% ER Medicine,

and 3% Pediatrics. Two (Hal Burnett and Peter Libre) are

joining the ranks of Ophthalmalogy; two (Wing Chau and

Karen Ksiazek) are entering Physical Medicine. We have one

Pathologist (Marian Fleming) one Dermatologist (Dave Smack^

and one (Ron Williams) in Med/Peds.

The class is scattering to 27 states (including Hawaii!), bul

the majority will stay in the area. 11% are in the DC/Yorlt

area and 36% in the Baltimore area, with 20% of the clasi

staying at the University of Maryland. Makes staying in touch

a little easier!!

1 to r: Jeanette Friedman, Jean Marie Naples, Marian Fleming. Darryl Coleman: “Just one shot, right?”John Unterborn: “I can’t take the sus-

pense!” Qoseph David, back, and Bob
Haddon (Ij)

Gregg Wolff: “Drink up, Mike (Lantz). Don’t worry, there’s plenty of beer,

Jenny Moy (with Jeff Kaiser and Caryn Brenner-Williams, center):

“What did I get? Why? What did you get?”



Gene Sullivan: “Can I play
this time? I brought my own
clubs.”

Dan Croteau: “Maybe if I throw
it hard enough, I’ll hit some-
thing!”

Rich Weinstein: “I think I hit a bird!”

May 23, 1989

T
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9
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ce again, Larry Narun is forced to

y outfield.

BOWLING
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Brian Eastridge (with Jim Heitz, Manisha Dhuria, and Karen Tis-
dale): “Who said I couldn’t cook?”

Steve Hearne: “Fetch! Who said ‘Fetch’?!”

Dave Scharff: “Hey, I could get a

part-time job with the circus.”

Kim Solberg and son Robbie watch as Lise Sat-

terfield attempts yet another wicket.

Steve Hearne (foreground) with Steve Hatem, Joseph David, and Hal
Burnett: “Could you move the picture of the Indian Nurse from Hell a
little higher?”

Mike Duhaney (with Robin
Williams, left, and Dierdre
Butler): “You really want to

go skinny dipping, Dierdre?”
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Jamie Harms (with David Chatham): “Where do you
want me to put him?”



The Band: 1 to r: Merdad Parsey, Glenn Sandler (host), Irving Westney,

Robert Maupin, Dan Sacks

Medical Medley (including “Foley, Foley!”) by Carmel Deck-
elman, Angela Choe, John Alexander, and Larry Narun.

The News by Jamie Harms and John Hanrahan

ID Consult by Marian Fleming

Glenn Sandler reprises his role as Follies host
for the third time (solo this time).

The Pelvic Model: Billy Cook, with Ron Wil-
liams, Dave Scharff, and Lise Satterfield

Me and my baby Placenta (Jamie

Harms).

John Hanrahan (with Gene Sullivan): “Yeeeah,
that’s the ticket.”
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Sick and Poor
j*

When I get chemo losing my hair, I

Tumour everywhere
j

Will you still be checking my I

electrolytes? i

Doing CAT scans, staying up nights

IfI’m a train wreck, dumped on your
team,
will you lock the door?

Will you stillfeed me,
will you still treat me
when I’m sick and poor?
I love VAfood
And ifyou don*t turf me,
I will code on you

Sixty pack years history
Gives me a wheeze
Lungs look like Swiss cheese
Will you not chastise me
When I smoke in bed
Through my trach tube though I’m half
dead? '

If I ignite myface mask O2

and blow up thefloor
Will you stillfeed me, !

Will you still treat me.
When I’m sick and poor?
Every evening you canfind me in the
vending room
Doing chips and Coke

\

Me and my servicefriends will offer you
a toke

Dictate my discharge
Write me my *scipt

Contact Perry Point
Don*t be disappointed ifI’m still a drunk
I could have AIDSfrom shooting upjunk
If I get mad and sign AMA
Who could askfor more?

Will you stillfeed me.
Will you still treat me.
When I’m sick and poor?

by Marian Fleming and the VA Crew
to the tune of **when I’m 64”

The VA Crew: 1 to r: Rich Weinstein, Gregg Wolff, Dave Scharff, Arjun Chanmugam,
Norman Lester, Glenn Sandler

. . . strut their stuff
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Eric Nicholson (with Soozi Brinkley): “She goosed me!! (pause) Do it again!!”

Senior
CDay 24, 1989

Congratulations, Maywin, you de-
served it.

a

n

u

c

Brian Eastridge: “You can trust me! I’m a doctor now.”

Bob Haddon and John Unterborn with Dr. Theodore Woodward: “Thanks, for everything, Dr.

Woodward.”

Randy Getz: “Touch me, Hal (Burnett), and I’ll sue

you!”
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Adam Frank: “C’mon, Joan, let’s groove!”

Mr. Vice-Chairman (of Medicine, Dr. Calia) and Mr. President (Gregg Wolff)
Belles of the Ball (Maywin Liu and Ola Monastyrskyj)

That’s enough, Steve (Miller)!

Gregg Wolff and Mary Diephaus present Dr. Sigman with an electronic calendar.



All those years of studying were worth it! Pete Wisniewski, Robin Williams,

John Wiley (1 to r)

John Promes and Dr. Sigman: “Bless

you, my son. Now, go into the world
and kick some butt!!”

G
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26;

"Who will be the next National Ms. Medical School 1989?”

(1 to r: Joy, Meyer, Patty Martin, Karen Ksiazek, Maura Hanrahan, Tracy Magnuson, Ann
Mattson)

^

9
S

9
“David, what do you mean you
didn’t return my library books?!!”

David Friedland, Dierdre Butler,

Kathy Boyle, Jenny Bickley, Ed Bal-

dwin, Adriane Birt, Lou Bezold,

Beverley Allen
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Patty Kendall: “WAHOO!!”

Rich Weinstein, Irving Westney, John Unterborn

A few short years ago, we came to the University of Maryland to fulfill the dream of becoming doctors. We
learned quickly that medical school was difficult. The hours were long and the course load was heavy, and
our new environment was often frustrating but from it grew a bond that linked all of us. New friendships
were jorn^d, and new relationships started. As exam weeks came and went, we relied on each other to get
rough the long hours of study. We had intramural sports teams, parties, shows, banquets, and picnics,
nd a sense of togetherness typified our class. During the clinical years, we all seemed to go our own

separate ways, teaming patient care, and trying to make career decisions. Relationships became en-
gagements cind marriages. Suddenly, it was Match Day, and our futures had been decided. Today, our
ream is a reality, and medical school is no longer. Today, we can look back on the events of the past week

and see ttiat our pride and spirit are alive and well. Today, we can look back on the last four years and see
that together, we have obtained much more than a medical school education.

Thank you. Class of 1989, for being there for each other, we laughed together, cried together, and now, we
^aduate together. Thank you professors, for your teaching, your recommendations, and your guidance.
Your dedication to our profession has been inspirational. And finally, thank you. Mom and Dad, hus-
bands/wives, brothers, and sisters. You contributed so much to making our dream a reality. Your
reassurance kept us going when we began to doubt ourselves. Without your love and support, none of this
would have been possible.

clockwise from top left: Jenny Moy, Jill Midthune,
Manisha Dhuria, Maywin Liu
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Thank you, congratulations and good luck.

Gregg Wolff
President, 1986-89, Class of 1989,
at the medical school hooding ceremony



“Yes, Mom and Dad, it’s for real!” (Hal Burnett, Adam Frank,

Brian Cohen, Dave Riseberg, Kathy Usher)

Erin Drew, Darryn Band, Bill Cook, Lou Bezold

Academic Honors and Awards
Summa Cum Laude

Louis Irving Bezold III

Magna Cum Laude
Jennifer Louise Bickley

Bandolph Barton Gorman
Steven Craig Miller

Ellen Lori Pichney

Cum Laude
Henry Warren Burnett

Anthony Edwards Fiore

David Stephen Geckle

Ann Shirey Hagen
Douglas William Lienesch

Gregory Dean Mieden
David Andrew Riseberg

Kathleen Ann Usher

Alpha Omega Alpha
Darryn Marc Band
Louis Irving Bezold III

Jennifer Louise Bickley

Brian Herschel Breslaw

David Gary Browne
Henry Warren Burnett

Kurt Yao-hsun Chen
Anthony Edwards Fiore

David Stephan Geckle

Randolph Barton Gorman
Ann Shirey Hagen
Patricia Anne Kendall

Douglas William Lienesch

Gregory Dean Mieden
Steven Graig Miller

Jean Marie Naples

Ellen Lori Pichney

David Andrew Riseberg

Loreli S. Smith

Kim Kilkowski Solberg

David Allan Stone

John Norman Unterborn

Kathleen Ann Usher

Peter Leonard Wisniewski

Faculty Gold Medal for Outstanding

Qualifications for the Practice of

Medicine
Louis Irving Bezold III

The Balder Scholarship Award for

Outstanding Academic Achievement
Randolph Barton Gorman

Award for Excellence in Research
Louis Irving Bezold III

Brian Eliot Gohen

The Dr. Leonard M. Hummel
Memorial Award for Excellence in

Internal Medicine
Anthony Edwards Fiore

The Louis, Ida, and Samuel Cohen
Award for Personal Attributes of

Scholarship, Ability and
Compassion for Patients

Jennifer Suzanne Tirnauer

The Dr. I. Earl Pass Award for

Excellence in Internal Medicine
David Andrew Riseberg

The Milton S. Sacks Memorial
Award for Excellence in Medicine

and Hematology
Jennifer Suzanne Tirnauer

The Family Medicine Department of

the University of Maryland and the

Maryland Academy of Family
Physicians Award for Excellence in

Training in the Concept of Family
Medicine
Garyn Michelle Brenner-Williams

The Dr. Wayne W. Babcock Prize for

Excellence in Surgery
Brian John Eastridge

The Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Surgery
Randolph Barton Gorman

The Dr. Jacob E. Finesinger

Prize for Excellence in

Psychiatry
Jennifer Louise Bickley

The Dr. Eugene B. Brody Award
for Excellence in Psychotherapy
Mary Garmel Deckelman

The Dr. Francis Donaldson
Award for Excellence in

Pathology
Steven Graig Miller

The Dr. William Alexander
Hammond Award for Excellence
in Neurology
Gregory Dean Mieden

The Leslie B. Barnett, M.D.
Memorial Medical Student
Research Fellowship

Jeanette Adelle Freidman

The Uhlenhuth Award for

Anatomy
Adam Jeffrey Frank

The Robley Dunglison Award
for Excellence in Preventive
Medicine
Mary Garmel Deckelman

The Dr. Eugene Sydney Bereston

Award for Excellence in

Dermatology
Edward Anthony Johnson

The Douglass Award for

Excellence in Obstetrics and
Gynecology
Ann Shirey Hagen

The Theodore E. Woodward
Award in Physical Diagnosis
Lawrence Glenn Narun
Ellen Lori Pichney



PRE

Jenny Moy displays her fine sense of balance.

Jill Murphy (Midthune)

Tackson Tam; Let me outta here! Hon-
estly, I’ll stay out of trouble!

Babak Jamasbi, a.k.a. Secret Agent OOV2

Merdad Parsey sans beard

Dave Riseberg

Ronald Williams

Billy Cook; Hold it, Partner!
Whadda ya mean my Dean’s
Letter ain’t done yet?

82 Bob Haddon; I don’t have to eat them, too, do I?



MED

Bolt in head influences David Geckle’s future career

choice.

Bouncing baby Randy Getz

Judy Thomas

Now Leighton Forrester, neat
handwriting is nothing to be
ashamed of.

Paul (Armstrong) and Hobbes?

Garyn Brenner Williams



Angela Choe (left)

John Alexander: “How do you like my new glasses?”

Eric Nicholson: Just beaten out by Ron How-
ard for the role of “Opie”.

Early pre-med training

The Human Body

Nilou Guiv’s first formal

The human body is composed of three

parts; the Branium, the Borax, and the

Abominable Cavity, The Branium contains
the brain. The Borax contains the lungs,

the liver, and the living things. The
Abominable Cavity contains the bowels,

of which there are five: A, E, I, O, and Cl,

— 5th grade Seattle student

(from the AP Dispatch)
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John Thomas Alexander II

Surgery

North Carolina Memorial
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

When asked, “who’s that with a pumpkin on his head riding a skateboard down
Redwood Street?” I answered, “Oh, just Johnny.” Formally known as Johnny “Geek”
Alexander II, his other identities include Mike Ditka, Skeikh Faoud al-Cabollah, Tom
Cruise’s Top Gun stand-in that actually flew the jets, and crooner Johnny “golden

tonsils” for the Sarcomas.

Joining the class of ’89 from B.Y.U., he is the eldest son of eleven in the Galifornia-

based Alexander family. Along with barnstorming quiet Utah hamlets by air, he enjoys

creating near-photographic watercolor renditions of his friends and impersonating such
screen greats as Donald Duck.
Post-graduate plans include a residency in general surgery, a possible practice in

plastic surgery, a successful screenplay, and a long distance relationship with Angie
baby.

Severley Blaine Allen

Pediatrics

Medical College of Virginia

Richmond, Virginia

Beverley was born in England and immigrated to New York City in 1968 where she

basically remained until college. She graduated from Amherst College with a BA in

Black Studies. Her hobbies include shopping, crochet, and cross stitch.

“It is difficult enough to be a black person and/or in a low socioeconomic group in this

country without the*added concerns of physical, mental, or emotional ill-health.”

Baul Armstrong

Internal Medicine
Roger Williams General-RI

Providence, Rhode Island

Paul, originally from Bethesda, Maryland, graduated from the University of Maryland
with a B.S. in Pharmacy. In medical school, he recalls such memorable events as his

marriage to Marga and achieving Honors in Phamacology and his shock in discovering

that he had to do both Pediatric Surgery and GI Surgery for Junior Surgery.

“Thanks to Alan and Jerry for their treasured friendship — those days on the golf

course were life-savers.”
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Bdward C. ‘Baldwin, Jr.^
'l

Psychiatry

Tripler — Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii

Ed graduated from the University of Pennsylvania in 1983 with a B.A. in Biology. He is

married to the former Aretha L. Fleming and has a son, Edward L. Baldwin III.

“The preacher sought to find out acceptable words; and that which was written was
upright, even words of truth. The words of the wise are like goads, and like nails

fastened hy the masters of assemblies which are given by one shepherd and further, by

these, my son, be admonished: of making many books there is no end; and much study is

a weariness of flesh.” Eccl. 12:10-12

‘Darrtjn CD. ‘Band

Ob/Gyn
Medical College of Virginia

Richmond, Virginia

Darryn graduated from Tulane University with a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology

before coming north to UMAB. He recalls as his favorite moment of the past four years

drinking Milwaukee’s best with a cadaver while studying for the anatomy final.

“Graduation marks the end of an era but not of the friendships made along the way. Foi

these friendships are and will be life-long.”

Jeffreij Satslcer

Surgery

Memorial Medical Center

Savannah, Georgia

Jeff received a B.A. in Geography in 1983 from the University of Maryland where he

also served as a SGA Cabinet member. Jeff returned to UMD for a pre-med curriculunr

in 1984 then proceeded to the St. George’s University School of Medicine in sunnj

Grenada, West Indies, which he attended from 1984 to 1987. He joined the class of 1981

in 1987.

Jeff married Marie E. Batsleer in 1984 and is the proud owner of a golden retriever

Echo. His interests are sailing, navigation, scuba diving, popular music, maps, ge

ography, and astronomy. As part of his hopes and future plans, Jeff would like tc

someday resume his hobbies, stop the use of contractions, and make a contribution tc

something other than the Republican party.

Pelagic: of, relating to, or living or occurring in the open sea Miriam Webster
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£ouis Sezold

Pediatrics

Baylor College of Medicine
Houston, Texas

[ was born and raised in Maryland, receiving my Bachelor’s degree in biology from
Loyola College in 1984 and working in research at UMAB for a year prior to entering

medical school. In January of 1984, 1 married my high school sweetheart, Marsha, and in

3ur spare time we have become proud parents of two beautiful daughters, Lauren and
(Maina. My favorite pastime: watching Redskins’ football with the girls.

Jennifer ‘Bickleu

Internal Medicine
Temple University

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Jennifer was born in Maryland and received her Bachelor’s degree from the UMAB
School of Pharmacy. Jennifer’s hobbies include reading and travel. Her least favorite

memory of medical school was the biochemistry final of the freshman year, but she
loves to recall when Kurt Chen gave her the key to his car, and even more memorable
was the evening she became engaged to Kurt.
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Adriane 13irt

Psychiatry

Presbyterian Hospital

New York, New York

Adriane went to the University of Pennsylvania and her interests include travi

theater and reading anything that has nothing to do with medical school. She spent
weeks doing research in the Maryland Psychiatric Research Center on tardive d>
kinesia. Her most memorable moment was hearing her name called on Match Da
while her least memorable memory was the basic science years.

^Kathleen CDaric ‘Boijle

Ob/Gyn
Medical College of Georgia

Augusta, Georgia

I graduated from the University of Maryland, Baltimore County with a degree
Biological Sciences. I love the outdoors: skiing, horseback riding, jogging and sailir
During my medical school training I’ve learned the things that are most important
me: a faith in God, family and good friends. The strength and courage I have is a tribu
to my mentally retarded sister, Ellen, whose handicap has shaped and guided my lit

Each patient is an individual with much to share if we take the time to listen.

Cartjn Srenncr'-tDiUiams

Family Practice

Polyclinic Medical Center
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

I

Caryn graduated from the University of Maryland, College Park with a B.S. in \i
crobiology. She was always service-oriented as she was our freshman, junior and senij
class secretary, secretary of AMSA in ’86-’87. Her most memorable moment, of cours]
was her marriage to Ron in July of 1987. Caryn also has many talents, which include hi
revision of modern songs into funny parodies for our follies, and her magnificent voi I

which we all enjoyed immensely. We will always remember Caryn as a bubbly persn
who was always there to lend a helping hand.
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Srian Srcslaw

Radiology

Rhode Island Hospital

Providence, Rhode Island
I

’

I

I

Irian received his B.S. in Biology from sunny University of Miami. He w^ould like to

bnd a very special thank you to his wife Susan for her love and support through the

last four years.

Susan 13rinkky

Internal Medicine

Eastern Virginia GR-SOM
Norfolk, Virginia

5usan was born in New Market, Maryland, and earned her Bachelor of Science degree

it University of Maryland College Park. Her most memorable events of the last four

(Tears were 1] meeting Dr. Woodward, and 2) the first day of Anatomy Lab. Susan’s least

hvorite event of medical school; “Pick a Pathology exam, any Pathology exam.”
Susan’s most significant event was the party at her home. She enjoys horseback riding,

Dreeding Welsh corgies, and playing any sport.

[ would like to wish everyone in our class a happy internship (if it’s not a contradiction in

iermsj and success in our chosen profession.

‘David G. Drowne

Radiology

Stanford University Hospital

Stanford, California

Dave is a native of New Jersey who received his B.A. from the Johns Hopkins
University.



Cheryl Dungan Surk

Internal Medicine
j

York Hospital ^

York, Pennsylvania
i

Cheryl was born in Dayton, Ohio, and attended Loyola College, graduating in 1985 with

a Bachelor’s degree in biology. She will never forget watching Dave Hudacek and Ed
Monico “spaz-out” before the Match, and finally learning to read PFT’s thanks to Dr i

Albin. She also remembers the fabulous “Team Feldene” from Pharmacology. Con-'

gratulations are also in order as Cheryl was married to David Burk in July of 1988,'

Cheryl wishes to express her tremendous gratitude to her mother and father, and
certainly to David, for their loving support.

i

^enry tO. 13urnett

Internal Medicine
University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Henry, known to his friends as Hal, is a native son of Baltimore who received his

Bachelor’s degree from Duke University. His hobbies include swimming and sailing.

Hal’s favorite experiences of the past four years include the sophomore follies [Jeff anc

Cindy), the Thursday night dinner club, and the volleyball team.

David Sums
Internal Medicine

Greater Baltimore Med. Ctr.

Baltimore, Maryland

David was born in Atlanta and attended Morehouse College where he received hi?

Bachelor’s degree in chemistry. His hobbies include scuba diving and gourmet cooking

David says that he will never forget his OB/GYN rotation, but he would love to forge

the freshman year. David thanks all his friends he has met at Maryland who “made
medical school a bearable experience.’’
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Deirdrc Sutler

Anesthesiology

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

)eirdre is a graduate of the University of Maryland College Park where she received a

5.S. degree in Biology. She was involved in Anesthesiology research in her senior year,

iowever, Dierdre will best he remembered for her match-making abilities throughout

ler medical school career (just ask any of the couples she’s brought together!). Dierdre

vill be serving a Transitional internship at Howard University. She will continue her

raining in Anesthesiology at the University of Maryland.

Bdward Chang

Internal Medicine
UCLA — San Fernando Valley

Sepulveda, California

Ed, also known as Uncle Ed, Geek and a half, and Little Melon, came to the United
States from the island of Taiwan. He is the youngest of four, and his family lives in

Silver Spring.

He graduated from the Johns Hopkins University with a major in chemistry. In

medical school, he became known as one of the famous three stooges; Kurt, Toby and
Ed. When he is not on an excursion to Atlantic City, you can find him racing his remote
control car against Kurt’s. Ed is not into exercising, and considers himself a veteran

couch potato. Post-graduate plans include making a million dollars and driving a

Ferrari.

Arjun Chanmugam
Emergency Medicine
Johns Hopkins Hospital

Baltimore, Maryland

I was born in Sri Lanka, but raised in Bethesda, Maryland. My enrollment in a local

nursery school lasted but just a few months. However, I was able to maintain enough
perseverance to continue with my education in the local elementary, Jr. High, and High
School (Walt Whitman) with only minor mishaps. I attended the University of Mary-
land, College Park, and enjoyed a healthy combination of academics and partying. My
ambition is to have a career in the public health field and to have a farm somewhere in

Maryland with at least five dogs.
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David Chatham

Family Practice

York Hospital

York, Pennsylvania

David Chatham, from Potomac, Maryland, earned his B.S. in zoology at the Uni-

versity of Maryland, College Park. His most memorable event of medical school is

graduation; his least favorite times being Cardiology and Anatomy finals. His hobbies
include climbing, volleyball, and biking. Significant events— Campus Inn after exams.

tOing Chau

Physical Medicine

UMDNJ — New Jersey Medical School

West Orange, New Jersey

B.S. in Engineering, Colombia University — 1979; M.S. in Finance — 1982; worked 6

years full-time as engineer.

My most memorable experiences during the last four years was being involved with

the medical students bible study. My hat is off to Kathy Usher and Tobi Chai for theii

leadership.

I want to thank deeply my parents and in-laws for their physical support in caring for

my daughter Cindy whenever we needed it during the last 4 years. To Cindy for being

herself, always clowning around and laughing, and making me proud to be her Dad.

And to my lovely wife, Julie, who had to carry twice the burden, receive half the

thanks, and endured too many lonely nights, I love you.

ICurt Chen

Otolaryngology

Temple University

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Kurt Chen, originally from Taiwan, attended Johns Hopkins University, where hi

earned a B.A. in Chemistry. His most memorable events include June 27, 1989, Earh

Match Day, and Maryland General Ambulatory rotation. His least favorite event wa
freshman year. Hobbies include Jenny Bickley, volleyball and computers. Significan

event — engagement to Jenny.
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Joseph S. Chin

Internal Medicine
St. Agnes Hospital

Baltimore, Maryland

Joseph S. Chin was born in Washington, D.C. He earned his Bachelor’s degree in

Biology at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County. Joe’s hobbies include ice

bockey and fishing. His least favorite memory was the first day of medical school, “the

last day of being normal.” His favorite memory was Florida after the National Boards.

I Angela Choe

Radiology

Milton S. Hershey
Hershey, Pennsylvania

' Angela was born in Seoul, Korea, and although she moved to Kensington when she

was twelve, she still has trouble with a few words, such as owney (only), Smookers
(Smuckers), and toss da dice.

She attended Goucher College and graduated with Honors in Chemistry. Although
she has never been physically active, she has recently been known to do aerobics, climb

mountains, ride motorcycles, and even run on occasion. However, her first love is the

piano, which she has played for 18 years, and she also loves to sing.

Angela is considering an academic career in Interventional Radiology and will train

in Hershey. She especially thanks her family and Nilou for all their love and support.

‘Brian B. Cohen

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Greater Baltimore Medical Genter

Baltimore, Maryland

Brian E. Cohen was born in Alexandria, LA. Brian majored in Chemistry at the
University of Maryland and has a Master’s degree in Chemical Toxicology from George
Washington University. His least favorite memory from medical school was Anatomy
exams. Taking seven hits as a subintern in the MICU was Brian’s most memorable
event.
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Tied Cohen

Thoracic Surgery

Medical College of Virginia

Richmond, Virginia

Neri, from Washington, D.C., received his BA in Biochemistry and Molecular Biolog'

and his MS in Neurohiology and Physiology from Northwestern University. He rt

ceived his PhD from the University of Maryland in 1986. His most memorable even'

were receiving his PhD and his sub-internship in the cardiac ICU. His least favorit

times were histology and Match Day. Neri’s hobbies include parenthood, golf an

travel. Significant events during medical school included getting married 6-8-86, Ph
award 12-86, and the birth of his daughter, Dena Michal, on 12-10-88.

“I’d rather be playing golf.”

Darryl Coleman

Psychiatry

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Darryl came to UMAB from the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Class of 1983. H
interests include lacrosse, bowling, basketball, and swimming. He recalls as his favori

moments of medical school the last day at the University of Maryland School

Medicine (!) and graduation while his least favorite moments as 3rd year Surgery ar

the GYN clinics at St. Agnes Hospital. “Yuk!”

Prank Collins

Surgery

York Hospital

York, Pennsylvania

Frank Collins earned his BS in Biology from Columbia Union College. His hobbi

include skiing, painting, hiking, carpentry and rock climbing. After his surgery re

idency, Frank plans a fellowship in Plastic Surgery.
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Joseph tOiUiam Cook, IV
Internal Medicine
York Hospital

York, Pennsylvania

Billy is from Catonsville, MD and is a graduate of Mt. St. Joseph High School and Loyola

College in Baltimore. Outside of the Med. school grind, he enjoys playing and watching

most sports, drinking beer, and relaxing with his wife and friends at the beach. Around
“the U.” Billy enjoys discussing the Allan Wiggins story with Larry Narun, and trying to

answer the question, “Does anyone remember anything from Biostats?”

He’d like to thank Lou, Cheryl and all the great people he met while at Maryland for

making things more enjoyable, and especially his in-laws, parents and wife, whose
support was the “ace kicker” in getting him through the past four years. He wishes

everyone in the class of ’89 all the best in their careers and future endeavors.

Daniel £. Croteau

Radiology

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Danny comes from Longmeadow, Massachusetts, and received his Bachelor of Arts

j

degree at Johns Hopkins University. Dan’s most memorable event of medical school

was “Bargolf with the PTs.” His least favorite event was Pediatric Surgery rounds at

midnight. Dan’s most significant events have been finishing Anatomy, Campus Inn
' after exams, and Holiday Spa trips during lunch with Scott Sheppard. Dan enjoys

racquetball, volleyball, and biking.

Azar Deter Dagher

Radiology

Johns Hopkins Hospital

Baltimore, Maryland

Azar graciously declined to provide any information.

I

We like you anyway, Azar — the Yearbook Staff.
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Tleri Cohen

Thoracic Surgery

Medical College of Virginia

Richmond, Virginia

Neri, from Washington, D.C., received his BA in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
and his MS in Neurobiology and Physiology from Northwestern University. He re-

ceived his PhD from the University of Maryland in 1986. His most memorable events
were receiving his PhD and his sub-internship in the cardiac ICU. His least favorite

times were histology and Match Day. Neri’s hobbies include parenthood, golf and
travel. Significant events during medical school included getting married 6-8-86, PhD
award 12-86, and the birth of his daughter, Dena Michal, on 12-10-88.

“I’d rather be playing golf.”

Darrul Coleman

Psychiatry

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Darryl came to UMAB from the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Class of 1983. His

interests include lacrosse, bowling, basketball, and swimming. He recalls as his favorite

moments of medical school the last day at the University of Maryland School of

Medicine (!) and graduation while his least favorite moments as 3rd year Surgery and

the GYN clinics at St. Agnes Hospital. “Yuk!”

Prank Collins

Surgery

York Hospital

York, Pennsylvania

Frank Collins earned his BS in Biology from Columbia Union College. His hobbies

include skiing, painting, hiking, carpentry and rock climbing. After his surgery res-

idency, Frank plans a fellowship in Plastic Surgery.
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Joseph tOilUam Cook, ID
Internal Medicine
York Hospital

York, Pennsylvania

Billy is from Catonsville, MD and is a graduate of Mt. St. Joseph High School and Loyola

College in Baltimore. Outside of the Med. school grind, he enjoys playing and watching

most sports, drinking beer, and relaxing with his wife and friends at the beach. Around
“the U.” Billy enjoys discussing the Allan Wiggins story with Larry Narun, and trying to

answer the question, “Does anyone remember anything from Biostats?”

He’d like to thank Lou, Cheryl and all the great people he met while at Maryland for

making things more enjoyable, and especially his in-laws, parents and wife, whose
support was the “ace kicker” in getting him through the past four years. He wishes

everyone in the class of ’89 all the best in their careers and future endeavors.

Daniel C. Croteau

Radiology

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Danny comes from Longmeadow, Massachusetts, and received his Bachelor of Arts

degree at Johns Hopkins University. Dan’s most memorable event of medical school

was “Bargolf with the PTs.” His least favorite event was Pediatric Surgery rounds at

midnight. Dan’s most significant events have been finishing Anatomy, Campus Inn

after exams, and Holiday Spa trips during lunch with Scott Sheppard. Dan enjoys

racquetball, volleyball, and biking.

Azar Deter Dagher

Radiology

Johns Hopkins Hospital

Baltimore, Maryland

Azar graciously declined to provide any information.

We like you anyway, Azar — the Yearbook Staff.



Joseph ‘P. T)avicl

Internal Medicine
Medical College of Virginia

Richmond, Virginia

Joseph P. David, originally from Silver Spring, Maryland, received his Biology deg'

from Duke in 1985. Joseph enjoys sports, running, and computers. Of his medical set;

career, Joseph considers one of the most significant events to be the end of juij

medicine (especially at the VA).

Steven ‘R. Uaviss

Psychiatry

University Health Center — Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Steven R. Daviss, an authentic Baltimorean, received a BA in Biology from UMBC.
most memorable times in medical school includes the time in September of his jui

year when he had to drive his Dad’s roofless and doorless jeep every day to SOBO.
notes he had to drive it faster to stay dry when it rained.

Steve enjoys camping, hiking, racquetball, and computers. A big impact on Steve '

his mother dying of cancer in his junior year.

John y. Dca

Family Practice

Harrisburg Hospital — Pennsylvania

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

As a native of Baltimore, graduate of UMBC, and future alumnus of the Universit

Maryland School of Medicine, John is looking forward to escaping the confine

Maryland and beginning a new life in a strange city as a Family Practice resident

will be most happy to leave behind the derogatory title of Medical Student and the :

work students graciously perform. After a well rested fourth year, he hopes that we
all learn to cope with the many sleep deprived nights in the upcoming years, especi

the future surgeons and obstetricians in the class. “Best of luck to everyone in the c:

of ‘89.’’

\
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Carmel T)eckelman

Psychiatry

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Jorn in Chevy Chase, Maryland, Carmel Deckelman received a degree in religion from
’rinceton. Her career in medicine ranks a close second to that of motherhood. The most
nemorable moments in her medical school life were “meeting Geoff, marrying Geoff,

naking Stephen, having Stephen.”

Jtarinder Dhindsa

Emergency Medicine
George Washington University

Washington, D.C.

/Veil, Harinder Dhindsa never submitted his bio for the yearbook and his only comment
vhen telephoned was “Make it a free for all!” So, anyone out there can fill in this space
vith insults, doodles, etc.

CDanisha T)huria

Internal Medicine
Thomas Jefferson University

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Manisha Dhuria was born in Fazilka, India, and graduated from UMCP with a BS in
Biochemistry. She enjoys oil painting in her spare time. Her least favorite event in
medical school was the anatomy final, and she’s not alone in this! Manisha couldn’t
recall any favorite event in medical school, so we’ll just assume that she loved the
whole thing immensely.
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CDary Diephaus

Ob/Gyn
i

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Mary was born in Cincinnati and attended Duke University where she received hi

Bachelor’s degree in Zoology. Her favorite pastime, other than party-going, is “bakir

with Betty Crocker.” Few will forget Mary’s premiere performance as a “ketone body

during the Freshman Follies, and for Mary, moving in with John, Maura and Eddie Wc

the most personally memorable event. Mary’s least favorite memories are of tf

haunting Pharmacology, Genetics and Pathology exams; no surprise here. Mary woul
like to announce formally the adoption of her new cat, Sammy.

Adam P. Dorin

Surgery

Union Memorial Hospital

Baltimore, Maryland

Adam grew up in Rockville, Maryland, and received his Bachelor’s degree in Zoolo{

from the University of Maryland, College Park. It was there that Adam met his wif

Shirin and they were married during the summer following the first year of medic
school. While in medical school, Adam was an enthusiastic participant in the C.A.P.

program, but plans to train in General Surgery to be followed by a Plastics fellowshi

He and his wife, who graduates from the UMAB dental school in 1990, plan to practii

in the Baltimore-D.C. area.

Erin Drew
Pediatrics

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Erin was born in Bethesda, Maryland and received her Bachelor’s degree from Howaj
University. Erin recalls with fondness the first time she signed “MSIV” to her name

]

this meant that her four years were almost over and she would soon be writing “M.E
After having to repeat physiology, Erin thought that she might never finish. Her hobbi

include photography, shopping, dancing and listening to jazz. Erin is most proud of h

daughter who has grown from an infant to a preschooler in the past three years. Ei

also takes pride in being part of the largest group of Black students to be graduati

from medical school.
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CDichael Owen Duhaney

Research
NIH

Bethesda, Maryland

[ graduated from the University of Virginia in 1985 with a B.A. in Chemistry and
attempted the CAT. Ill Bicycle race. As the only Owen in the class, I’d like to say that

it’s been great, if not somewhat of a privilege, to work and play with such a fun class.

Medical school has provided some exhilarating moments as well as some pains in the

a** but we’ve all triumphed! Bueno suarte to my compadres and to the classes we leave

behind. Thanks to the OSA, and . . . here’s to the VETS who taught us so much.

‘Brian John Eastridae

Surgery

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Brian earned his B.S. in biochemistry graduating cum laude from Virginia Tech in 1985.

Being an athlete at heart, his hobbies include weightlifting, powerlifting, and soccer.

Brian hopes to pursue a career in trauma surgery in the future. His best memory was
“Beachin” in O.C. in the summer of ’86. “Good luck to all.’’

Charlene

I

Anesthesiology

Duke University Medical Center
Durham, North Carolina

pharlene is a native Baltimorean, who earned a B.A. in Chemistry from UNC. Since
freshman year she has been intensely involved in the CAPP program. During the
pummer of ’86, she had the opportunity to travel abroad to do a psychiatric clerkship in

London, England. She is a member of the SNMA and the AMA. She always enjoys
taking long walks and Oriental cooking. Studying with all of her good friends were her
most memorable occasions. We’ve shared many good times together. She wants to

thank God, Mom and Dad, her family and Johnny for their support. She wishes all her
classmates the very best in their future endeavors and may God continue to bless them
all.

Deborah Edwards
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David Pagan
J

Internal Medicine, Primary

Medical Center Hospital of Vermont
Burlington, Vermont

David is originally from Columbia, Maryland and received a BA from Haverfor

College. Memorable events in medical school include “recovering” from each exar

and finding out that he passed Pharmacology.

David enjoys bicycling and skiing and most of all, his senior year trip to France.

Uong Piore

Internal Medicine
University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Tony was born in Bethany Beach, DE and received his Bachelor’s degree in Biology £

Johns Hopkins University. His interests were sleeping through lectures and looking fc

a free lunch in the hospital. Most significant events for Tony were getting engaged an
buying a house. His least favorite memories were Anatomy practicals and Sophomor
finals. Tony’s favorite memories were of spring break in Florida and the post

Sophomore year finals parties.

Ovarian V. Pleming

Pathology

George Washington University

Washington, D.C.

Marian was originally from Washington, D.C., and received a J.D. in 1979 from UMA
and a B.A. in 1975 from UMCP. Her most memorable moment was finding out the

University had accepted her as a transfer student after a year of commuting fror

Morgantown, WV to Baltimore. Marian disliked most being quizzed by Dr. Hill o

anatomy, especially when she had to stand three feet from the table because of th

excess of residents. She enjoys wallpapering, tiling, and other forms of home in:

provement.
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Heighten Forrester

Internal Medicine
Washington Hospital Center

Washington, D.C.

Leighton Forrester, born in Kingston, Jamaica, studied French and Natural Sciences
It Johns Hopkins University. During medical school, he was the SNMA president 1986-

1987, involved in AMSA and the Family Practice Club, and tutored in Pharm. and
Vlicro. His interests include French literature, cycling, tennis and computers. After his

internal Medicine residency, he plans a fellowship in Cardiology.

Adam jeffreg Prank

Radiology

! Nassau County Medical Center

East Meadow, New York

I was born in Washington, D.C. and resided in Potomac, where I graduated from
Winston Churchill HS. I received a B.A. in Chemistry from the University of Penn-
sylvania. I came to Maryland to study the art of Medicine. At first it was the same game I

had played for many years. Then the rules changed, and the only rule I could find was
that no one could explain the rules.

To the class of ’89, 1 remind you all that TODAY WILL ALWAYS BE TOMORROW’S
YESTERDAY. Look in the mirror and see mankind at its best.

Fare thee well, class of ’89.

Clarita G. Prazicr

Anesthesiology

New England Medical Center

Boston, Massachusetts

1 Clarita G. Frazier, from Washington, D.C., graduated cum laude with a B.S. in zoology
from Howard University. Her most memorable event was Ob-Gyn; her least favorite

itime was the basic science years. Claire enjoys playing the piano, swimming, and the

;arts. Significant events: summer of ’85; phone counselling to colleagues; Atlanta; SNMA
iConvention; 5/26/89. “Special thanks to David Burns and Darlene Marshall for all the

support, encouragement and love they have given me.”
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David CD. ^riedland

Internal Medicine
University Health Center

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

A Baltimore native, David M. Friedland earned his B.S. from the University ol

Maryland. Medical Student Research Day 1987 was his most memorable event ol

medical school. Attending any lecture during the first two years was his least favorite

memory. His hobbies include reading and music.

“Everyone tells me I look like Tom Hanks.”

Jeanette A. Priedman

Radiation Oncology
University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Born in the Jefferson Parish of Louisiana, Jeanette A. Friedman received her BachH

elor’s degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Jeanette enjoys dancing, calligraphy,]

sewing, and horseback riding. Her least favorite memory was being called to replace yet

another IV at the LRVAH. Most memorable for Jeanette was being unable to test

cerebellar function in a patient wearing black polka dot boxer shorts because he

wouldn’t stop tap dancing.

Iris ICeys Gadson

Internal Medicine
University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Iris Keys Gadson is an R.N. and an adult nurse practitioner. She is a graduate o
]

University of Maryland, College Park. After several years in the Hypertension clinic a
j

the Navy Hospital in Bethesda, she came to medical school in order to become everl

more involved in primary patient care. Iris is proudest of the fact that she is the firs i

grandmother to graduate from the University of Maryland Medical School.
|

If you have the faith as small as a mustard seed . . . nothing will be impossible to you

Matthew 17:20
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‘David S. Geckle

Neurosurgery
Case Western

Cleveland, Ohio

David S. Geckle was born and raised in Baltimore. David received a Bachelor’s degree

n Chemistry at Loyola College. His interests are computers and reading. Involved in

nany campus activities, David served as AMSA president, Sophomore note service co-

:oordinator, and AOA president. His favorite memories were of the Freshman HDME
retreat. The most significant event for David was being randomly selected to do the

dreaded junior Neurosurgery rotation, then discovering that this is what he wanted to

pursue. His goal: to attain R. W. Emerson’s vision of success — “to know even one life

las breathed easier because you lived.”

‘^andy Getz

Year Off

Randy received his B.A. in Natural Science at the Johns Hopkins University. Future

plans: Pediatrics? Law? Only time will tell.

David Gnegy

Internal Medicine
University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

David Gnegy was born in Oakland, MD. He earned his Bachelor’s degree in Chem-
istry at Frostburg State College. His favorite hobby is eating. David’s most memorable
event was receiving a complete physical by Dr. Woodward in front of the entire class.
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Steven “Tl. Goldstein

Surgery

Hospital St. Raphael
New Haven, Connecticut

Steven N. Goldstein, of Silver Spring, MD, earned his B.S. in Biological Sciences fror
UMBC. His hobbies include skiing, sailing, tennis and sleeping. Steve’s least favorit
event of medical school: the Pharmacology Final.

CDargaret Jeanne Gordon

Internal Medicine
LA County — USC Medical Center

Los Angeles, California

Margaret Jeanne Gordon graduated cum laude from George Washington University,
with a degree in Electrical Engineering. Her hobbies include jazz, Yamaha synthesizer

:

and Miles Davis. Her activities through medical school included increasing he
'

LDL/HDL ratio. “This degree is dedicated to my father and mother for their continuinji
advice and encouragement, and to all the pharmaceutical companies and drug reps fo;

their free lunches, penlights and clipboards these past four years.” 1

Richard Joseph Gordon

Internal Medicine
University of Minnesota Hospitals

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Richard Joseph Gordon majored in Zoology at the University of Massachusetts. H<
has been a recipient of short term research fellowship stripends and has done researcl
in neurology labs throughout medical school. He and his wife, Angela, have a new son
Zachary Jared.
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^andy Gorman
Anesthesiology

Johns Hopkins
Baltimore, Maryland

Randy Gorman, from Baltimore, earned his B.A. from Kenyon College. His hobbies
iclude golf, tennis and vegetation. His least favorite moments were every Monday of

rst and second year. Randy was active in AOA and the Medical School Council.

Tliloufar Guiv

Internal Medicine
Mercy Hospital

Baltimore, Maryland

Nilou came to the United States from Iran, and lived in Salt Lake City for several

^ears. Her family later moved to College Park, and she recently acquired her cit-

kenship.

Shortly after graduating with honors in Biochemistry from the University of Mary-
and, she met her partner in crime at HDME. Not only did they share the same
ipartment building, but also a weekly trek to York for Physical Diagnosis. When not

iusy with school, Nilou devotes time as the social director for the Washington Zo-
joastrian Society. Other interests include traveling, cooking and reading.

I

Nilou will complete an Internal Medicine residency and is considering a fellowship

n gastroenterology. Her ultimate dream, however, is to retire this year and purchase a

dack BMW 735.

j

‘Bed Gutman
Internal Medicine
Miriam Hospital

Providence, Rhode Island

Ned H. Gutman, of Baltimore, earned his B.S. from the University of Vermont. His
nost memorable events were finishing freshman year, and surgery at Mercy with
Vlichael Martin, Tackson Tam and Azar Dagher. His least favorite memories include
the biochemistry final and CAPP. Ned’s hobbies are skiing and cooking. Marrying Kate
Hughes in June, 1988 was a significant event for Ned.
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^Darryl ‘R. Gwyn
Pediatrics

Georgetown University Hospital

Washington, D.C.

Darryl R. Gwyn, from Silver Spring, MD, graduated from Duke University with i

degree in Biomedical/Electrical Engineering. His most memorable events were Matcl
Day and Graduation. His least favorite times were during his third year Ob-Gyi
rotation. Significant events included getting married in the summer of ’89, pre

matriculation, and “despite the obstacles encountered, graduating in four years, witl

the support of my family and several close friends.”

Robert 5^addon

Internal Medicine
University Hospital of Cleveland

Cleveland, Ohio

At the end of fourth year. Bob took off to study in Cairo for two months as part of £

developing interest in Geographic medicine. He sees this as the best way to combine £

love for medicine with an interest in everything else. He also plans to raise some kids

read a pile of books, study a language and a musical instrument, and to maintain his

sense of humor. He looks forward to doing some teaching, and expects to keep busj

with both his schooling and his education.

Ann Shircy !Kagcn

Internal Medicine
University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Ann Shirey Hagen, of Frederick, Maryland, graduated from Wake Forest University,

She married Eric Christian Hagen on June 26, 1988, and plans to practice Internal

Medicine. She also hopes not to be called “Shirley” any more.
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John Joseph J^anrahan

Family Practice

Pittsburgh County Memorial Hospital/ECU-NC
Greeneville, North Carolina

ohn was born in Kew, England and grew up in Potomac, Maryland. He obtained a B.A.

n Economics from Haverford College in 1983 and finished a postbaccalaureate program
it Bryn Mawr College in 1984. He enjoys hiking, camping, biking, and rugby. The most
mportant thing that happened while he was in medical school was when he proposed

o Maura on February 13, 1988, on a bridge over the confluence of the Potomac and
ihenandoah rivers in Harper’s Ferry.

j

CDaura ICillccn Jtanrahan
i

! Family Practice

Pittsburgh County Medical Hospital/ECU-NC
Greeneville, North Carolina

Maura is from Bethesda, Maryland and has a Chemistry degree from University of

Maryland. Of her years in medical school, Maura recalls her highlights as meeting John
Hanrahan over table #18 in Anatomy Lab and being a Mallory body in the Sophomore
Follies. Low points include moving out of 630 Melvin Dr. and leaving Mary and Eddie
alone. She enjoys pottery, soccer and horseback riding.

Jamie Jtarms

Family Practice

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Jamie graduated from Middlebury College with a degree in Biology, then worked
several years before returning to medical school. Her most satisfying moment of the

first two years was taking five bags full of notesets to the recycling center after passing
Part I of the Boards. She is grateful to non-medical friends and family, who listened to

four years’ worth of medical tales, even when they would have rather talked about
something more pleasant.
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Joel Jiassman '

Internal Medicine
Sinai Hospital

Baltimore, Maryland

Joel was born and raised in Baltimore, Maryland. He majored in Zoology at Universil
of Maryland, College Park. He then completed three semesters at the University o
Maryland School of Pharmacy before matriculating into this fine institution. Witnesse
state he is still alive and relatively well after four years of textbooks, lectures, and scu
work. Joel got married in June 1988 to his wife Hildy. Outside interests include football
jazz, football, the beach, football, and biofeedback. Did he mention football?

Stephen T, J^atem

Radiology

Hackensack Medical Center
Hackensack, New Jersey

Biomedical Engineering, Johns Hopkins University, 1985
; Hotel Malaria — Januan

1988
;^

Erasmus Universiteit, Rotterdam, Summer 1986 (thanks to Dean Hudson); Do
lores’ Boys — Champions, Spring of ’88; Apologies for the fading of the Holistic Healtl
Club — this one’s for you. Gene Sullivan; RMC; My Savior, My Dog— Chelsea; Specia
thanks to mentors Drs. Applefeld and Gross.

Gerald CD. Jtaijward

Surgery
St. Agnes Hospital

Baltimore, Maryland

Jerry received his Bachelor’s degree in Chemistry and Physics from George Washingtor
University. He spends his free time working as a DJ. Most significant events for Geralc
were his marriage to Molly and teaching high school for two years before medical
school.
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Steven ^earne

Internal Medicine
University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Steven is a native of the Eastern Shore and graduated from the University of

Maryland College Park with a B.S. degree in Chemistry. His fondest memories of

medical school involve Follies (especially playing Dr. Pumplin), Senior Week,

Graduation, and meeting his fiancee Kathy for the first time during his first month of

3rd year. Steve would like most to forget the exam week of sophomore year (like the

rest of us). He enjoys relaxing by playing basketball, shooting pool, watching sports

on TV, water-skiing, and playing softball (just to name a few things).

James tD. Jleitz

Internal Medicine
Pennsylvania Hospital

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Jim graduated from Vassar College with a B.A. degree in Biology.

Susan Jtenley

Family Practice

York Hospital

York, Pennsylvania
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David C. Jdudacek

Internal Medicine
Boston City Hospital

Boston, Massachusetts

David is originally from New Jersey and received a B.A. from Johns Hopkins,
favorite moment in medical school was when he learned to palpate and his 1

favorite was receiving an 8 T score in Pathology.

Charles Jturlburt

Family Practice

Washington Hospital

Washington, Pennsylvania

Chuck is a native of Baltimore who graduated from Boh Jones University with a B.S.>
enjoys hiking, camping, playing with his kids and the significant events of his life ’

the hirths of his three beautiful daughters.

Rosemarie Inglcton

Internal Medicine
Beth Israel Medical Center
New York, New York

Rose is from Kingston, Jamaica. She majored in Psycho-Biology at New York Universi
Believe it or not, her most memorable event of medical school was the Family Pract
Club Field Trip to Jessup Prison, where she was dubbed “Miss Dark ’N Lovely” by 1

inmates (she’d like to thank the adoring public, I mean, inmates). Her least favoi
chore was fecal disimpaction. She enjoys music, travelling, hyperbolic posi-exclus
algorithms, dancing, and collecting Angel-hair.
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‘Babak Jamasbi

Surgery
University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Babak was born in Tehran, Iran, He earned a Bachelor’s and Master’s degree in

Chemical Engineering at the University of California, San Diego and Stanford Uni-

versity. Babak enjoys water and snow skiing. His most significant medical school event

was the significant hair loss which occurred during his junior rotations and the night

before the biochemistry final. His fondest memories are of the 9 weeks he spent on
electives in San Diego.

Bdward Anthonjj Johnson

Psychiatry

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Edward was born in Montclaire, N.J. and received a degree in psychology from the

University of Maryland, College Park. Eddie’s most memorable moments were
“pushing Mary down the Histology lab hallways on those green cushioned chairs with
wheels” and bypassing studying neuropathology to soak up the sun in the Keys,

However, his least favorite moments were taking the neuropathology exam and re-

turning to school after his Key West trips. His hobbies include travel, working out, and
music. He lists as a significant event in his career here moving into 630 Melvin Drive

with Mary, John and Maura.

Jeffrey ‘R. ICaiser

Ob/Gyn
Mt. Sinai Hospital — NY
New York, New York

i Jeff went to the University of Chicago where he received a B.A. in the Biological

Sciences. After two years of medical school he took a year’s leave of absence and
1 received an M.A. in the Sociology of Education at the Johns Hopkins University. In

I

addition to being a great “vacation”, he says, it also gave him the time to meet his wife,

Sharon. He heartily recommends that everyone take a year off.
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^^atricia ICendall

Psychiatry

Bethesda Navy Hospital

Bethesda, Maryland

Patricia was raised in Syracuse, New York and attended college at SUNY-Binghamti
She worked as a lab technician at Cornell Medical College in New York City befc
attending her first two years of medical school at Hahnemann University in
adelphia. She is a member of AMSA and the Physicians for Human Rights.

The art of medicine consists of amusing the patient while nature cures the disease.

Volta

ICaren ICsiazek

Physical Medicine
U. Colorado SOM — Denver

Denver, Colorado

Karen came to Baltimore after completing a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering at Colie
Park where she even served as president of the Tau Beta Pi Engineering Society.
Baltimore she was elected to the judicial board and is still wondering how she e\
garnered that post. She would never have made it through medical school if it was
for her friends both in and out of med school, and she will never forget Halloween
freshman year when everyone ended up on the floor of Schaefer’s pub!

You should be afraid to die unless you’ve done one small thing for humanity.
Anonymous

CDichael £antz

Ob/Gyn
GBMC

Baltimore, Maryland

Michael is a native of Cambridge, Maryland and attended the University of Marylar
Baltimore County before starting medical school. His plans include private practice;
OB/GYN on the Eastern shore or specialization in Reproductive Endocrinology a
Infertility.

tPtm
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Dinh Cc

Surgery

LSU Affil. Hospitals

New Orleans, Louisiana
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Elizabeth Lee

Anesthesiology

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

lizabeth is a native of Baltimore who went to Vanderbilt University where she

bceived a Bachelor of Arts degree. Her most memorable event of medical school was
er GI trauma team rotation with Brian, Johnny and Rich, while her most significant

^ent was meeting her future husband, Phil, who she plans to marry in October of this

(ear. She cites being yelled at by “fools with a tenth grade education” and her run-ins

dth nurses with bad attitudes as her least favorite memories. Elizabeth thanks her

Ither for putting her through medical school and her mother for taking care of her.

Tlorman Lester

Otolaryngology

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

1

]
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^’etcr B. Bibre

Ophthalmology
Presbyterian Hospital

New York, New York

“Unfortunately, I know only a few of you with whom I will be graduating, becau!

took time off to do research before senior year.”

“What have I learned from these five years? That future improvements in hun
welfare will come less from medical advances than from protection of the environme
global demilitarization, and economic opportunity for all.”

Peter is from Bethesda, Maryland and obtained an undergraduate degree from Yah
1984.

Doug Bicncsch

Internal Medicine
University of Virginia

Charlottesville, Virginia
I

Quick to smile and infinitely easy to talk to, everyone who knows Doug wishes tl'

knew him better. At least, well enough to spell his last name correctly. Leni!

Leneisch? Oooh, dash niysh. Just remember it’s pronounced Len-ish for reunion. A’

while there, be sure to ask him about the time he almost crisped Jane with a CT scani

or sat in for the Greaseman. Bowie-bred, “Duckbo” is a native Marylander who’s
only for college at Villanova, and has recently married another Bowie native, the lov

Jane Crisp. But, despite their love for the state, they look forward to packing up tl

spears and pitching their little hut wherever Dr. Lienesch’s calling in GI medicine ta

them. That is, if he ever gets his car started.

Drucc Bipskind

Internal Medicine
UMDNJ — Robert W. Johnson
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Bruce is from Kensington, Maryland and spent his undergraduate years at Universit
j

Maryland, College Park obtaining a B.S. in Biochemistry. Finishing the Pharmacol i

final was the most memorable event for him in medical school, while his least favo

pastime was neurosurgery call. He enjoys weightlifting, tennis, racquetball, and go
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CDaywin £iu

Internal Medicine
SUNY — Upstate

Syracuse, New York

daywin, from Fort Washington, Maryland graduated from the Johns Hopkins Uni-
ersity with a B.A. in Natural Science. Medical school memories, too many to mention,
ut the best ones are the fun times spent with wonderful friends (and a great class) who
dually made med school kind of fun (especially the last two years).

^racy 0agnuson

Surgery

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

fracy is a native of Washington state and graduated from Washington State University
yith a major in Human Nutrition and a minor in Chemistry. Tracy also received a
(Master’s degree in Nutrition from the Washington State University before traveling
[Cross the country to UMAB.
I

»

L

I

Darlene CDarshall

Ob/Gyn
University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

;)arlene graduated from the Johns Hopkins University with a degree in the Natural
•ciences area. She is a native of Hyattsville, Maryland.
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CDichael CDartin

Family Practice

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Mike is a native of Dundalk, Maryland. He graduated from Salisbury State Universi
with a B.S. in Biology. In medical school, he remembers, and is probably remembe
for, breaking sterile field with Tackson and Dr. Badder. His least favorite event of h
four years here was Freshman Finals, and his favorite was the birth of his son Kenny c

May 4, 1988.

^^atrida CDartin

Psychiatry

Med. College of Virginia

Richmond, Virginia

Patty is from Bethesda, Maryland. She attended the University of Rochester in Ne
York, obtaining a degree in Biology. Patty decided to go into Psychiatry because of tl

patients. Her favorite was a little old white-haired lady who expressed her mania wi
incessant singing. Patty was walking behind her once and when she whisked aroun
crouched down, and rocked back and forth singing:

Eight little letters

Three little words
Says I-LOVE-YOU

Then she grinned and winked at Patty.

Ann CDattson

Ob/Gyn
U. Colorado SOM — Denver

Denver, Colorado

Ann is a native East Coaster who couldn’t ignore that old call to go West. In her seni
year, she did an Ob/Gyn rotation in Colorado and a rotation on an Indian reservation
the Dakotas. Ann’s dream is to own a small house with lots of acreage in Colorado. Ai
is known for her expertise in cooking and for throwing great parties in that huge hou
(ex-funeral parlor).
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“Robert CDaupin

Ob/Gyn
LSU Affil. Hospitals — LA

Shreveport, Louisiana

Robert graduated from Howard University with a B.S. in Zoology. While at Howard, he
was a research assistant at NIH Minority Biomedical Research Support Program and
also did research in electron microscopy.

During freshman year at UMAB, Robert was the recipient of the Welcome Scholarship.

His interest in research continued in medical school as he did neurology research in the

summer of 1986.

Joy Leuchten Greyer

Internal Medicine
Good Samaritan Hospital

Portland, Oregon

Princeton, 1982. To all my lab partners who continued to laugh and to those who made
the wards fun (CF, JH, MD, ML, JT, JF); thank you. Dale — 1 couldn’t have done it

without you, honey. How many more tests??!

When you will call, and the Lord will answer; you will cry, and He will say, “Here I am.”
Isaiah 58:9 NASB

Jill CDidthune

Psychiatry

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Jill, a native of Columbia, Maryland, graduated from Goucher College with a degree in

! Biology. Her hobbies include tennis, swimming, watercolor painting, camping and
fishing. Her most memorable event in school was finishing her third year rotations, and
her least favorite rotation was General Surgery at Maryland General. The most sig-

nificant event for Jill during school involved her son starting school and her new dog,

Mickey. “Thanks to my family and my son Benjamin who helped me make it through.”
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Gregory CDieden

Neurology
University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Greg, originally a cheddarhead and unfortunate Packer-Backer, received a B.S. an
Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin. He may be remembered for teaching anatom
to the ranks. Bald Man’s Rap — “Uh!,” his humble approach to #1 in the third yea
lottery and a few hundred really bad jokes. He sees neurology in his future.

Janice ‘Brill CDiller

Anesthesiology

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

New beginnings. No more college, no more varsity, no sorority. Four years ago I wa
learning to be a med student. Not easy but I got the hang of it. Then came third yea-
with real people. It was fun. I became two, then quickly three. Now it’s time for a nev
beginning. Anesthesia, Rehab, Medicine — who knows what it will be? But it’s mud
easier knowing it’s for us and not I.

Steven CDiller

Internal Medicine
Beth Israel Hosp. — Boston

Boston, Massachusetts

Steven was born and raised in Baltimore and graduated with a B.A. from The Uni
versify of Pennsylvania. He has many memories of his years in med school. There wer-
the long hours spent at the LRC (made bearable by the fact that everyone was sufferin,
together), the follies and class parties, retracting endless numbers of livers, the cob
reality of death, and the joy of bringing new life into the world. Most of all, hr
remembers the friends he made along the way. He plans a possible fellowship ii|

Infectious Diseases after finishing his residency.
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Brie CDillman

Radiology

Truman Med. Ctr. — KC — MO
Kansas City, Missouri
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Ola CDonastjjrskyj

Internal Medicine

St. Lukes Hosp. Div — NY
New York, New York

Born and raised in Baltimore, Ola Monastyrskyj received her Bachelor’s degree in

Biology from Western Maryland College. Her hobbies are jogging, shopping, frequent

trips to NYC, and having fun in Fells Point. Her least favorite memories are all of the

Sophomore year Monday exams. Her favorite memories are of follies and her trip to

Cancun after the National Boards. The most significant event for Ola was graduation.

“Many thanks to my family and friends for all of their love and support.”

“WAHOO!” — Ola Monastyrskyj

Bdward CDonico

Emergency Medicine
George Washington U — DC

Washington, DC
Ed, originally from the Bronx, NY, graduated from Biscayne College with a B.A. in

Chemistry. His hobby is World War II aviation. Ed’s least favorite moment of medical
school was when he realized that “time really does seem to stand still when you’re on
call.”
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J^oward CDorris

Internal Medicine
Washington Hospital Center

Washington, D.C.

Howard is from Potomac, Maryland and attended the University of Maryland at Colle
Park where he received a degree in Chemistry. He married his wife Betsy in June
1987 which according to Howard was **the only sane thing I did in the first two years
medical school.”

J J W

Jennij CDoy

Internal Medicine
Med. College of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Jenny majored in Biochemistry at the University of Maryland, College Park and will 1|

beginning her Internal Medicine Residency at the Medical College of Pennsylvania.

Jean CDarie Tlaples

Family Practice

LSU (Shreveport) Affil. — LA
Shreveport, Louisiana

Jean Marie grew up in West Haverstraw, New York and attended the Philadelph
|College of Pharmacy and Science graduating with a B.S. in Medical Technology. Aft. ^

serving in the Peace Corps in West Africa from 1977-1979, she received an M.P.H. fro:

'

U.C. Berkeley in 1981. She is presently working on a Ph.D. in Tropical Medicine i|

Johns Hopkins and hopes to finish in May, 1989. She is going into Family Practice ar
looks forward to returning to work in the third world when she finishes her residenc
Her most satisfying moment was when she finished the Boards and her most en
harrassing moment was “all of anatomy lah, hut Hall-Craggs made it especially pointe
hy announcing that there was a surgical emergency as we had just severed th
hypoglossal nerve.”
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£awrcnce 6. Tlarun

Internal Medicine
U. Virginia — Charlottesville

Charlottesville, Virginia

Larry, a.k.a. Lawrence-Moon-Bawday-Bawdoe, hails from Pikesville but joined the Ivy
League at the University of Pennsylvania where he sang with the famous acapella
group, Pennsylvania Six-5000. He successfully completed the basic sciences while
overcoming such obstacles as 4:30 a.m. anatomy reviews, blind dates x 273, pectoral
hypertrophy and keratoacanthoma contracted in Arizona, not Oklahoma. Though
originally much more compulsive, he was mellowed in his clinical years by Pagona. He
is considering a fellowship in Cardiology, likely due to the influential example of his
PD instructor. Dr. Sutton. He plans a private/academic career in which he can teach
and put to use his skills learned in acquiring the T. Woodward Physical Diagnosis Prize.

He promises to keep smiling and to never grow another beard.

13inh Tlguyen

Internal Medicine
Georgetown University Hospital

Washington, D.C.
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13arry Oppenheim

Internal Medicine
University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Born in Randallstown, Maryland, Barry earned a Bachelor’s degree in Biochemistry at
the University of Maryland, Baltimore County. Golfing, computers, and softball are
Barry’s hobbies. His least favorite memory was filling out residency applications; his
favorite memory was getting into med school in the first place. Significant events from
Barry were moving into Rich and Dave’s, marriage, moving out from Rich and Dave’s.
Barry asks, “who needs singles bars when there’s the Giant?”
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Joe Ordonez

Neurosurgery
University of Miami

Miami, Florida

Undergraduate School; Washington and Lee/Loyola College
Major: Mathematics/Biology
I have had the honor and privilege to attend a medical school whose faculty instilled

me the virtues of “discipline, discernment, courage, patience, courage, humility an
above all else, an insatiable passion for knowledge and understanding.” My classmati
have offered camaraderie and support through the long, hard hours of our years
training, especially “Dino” (future great general surgeon), “Pud” (Florida’s futu
traumatologist) and “Wolfie” the Ortho-God.

CDerdad Vazir ‘Parseu

MD/PhD Research
University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

I’ve really enjoyed these past four years, mostly because of everyone I met and wit
whom I became friends. Yes, even Hambo and Billy C. There are a lot of memories th.

we’ll take away from here: the follies, finals. Boards, parties and so on. But the thing I jj

remember most is the change from those scared-but-too-cool-to-admit-it faces on tfi

first day of school to the faces of physicians on graduation day. As Shakespeare say.

“such welcome and unwelcome things at once, ‘Tis hard to reconcile.” Thanks to m
friends and family for all of their support.

Don’t be dismayed at good-byes. A farewell is necessary before you can meet again. An
meeting again, after moments or lifetimes, is certain for those who are friends. Richar
Bach

‘Tlaijana ‘Patel

Family Practice

SW Michigan Area Hlth Ed. Ctr.

Kalamazoo, Michigan
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Bllcn £ori Bichneu

Emergency Medicine
Thomas Jefferson University

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Originally from Silver Spring, Maryland, Ellen received a B.S. from the University of

Maryland, College Park in Biochemistry. “I will look hack on my medical school

education as providing me with an excellent clinical education and the privileged

opportunity to experience a great tradition in medical teaching from one of the original

medical schools in the United States.” She plans on pursuing a career in Emergency
Medicine.

Robert Titts

Family Practice

York Hospital — PA
York, Pennsylvania
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Tlick Tolis

Residency Deferred

Nick Polis from Bethesda, Maryland (neighbor of Glenn Sandler) graduated from Ekerd
College in St. Petersburg, Florida and majored in Chemistry. He plans to do his

residency in Internal Medicine. Most interesting experience: watching the Redskins
win the NFC championship in January, 1988 with the schizophrenic patients of Ward
3G.
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John ‘Promcs

Surgery

Washington Hospital Center
Washington, D.C.

John is a native of California and graduated from the University of California, Dav
with a Bachelor’s degree in Genetics. His least favorite memory of medical school is h
first two years here.

Scott ‘Rankin

Year Off

Scott graduated from the University of Pennsylvania with a Bachelor’s degree i

Electrical Engineering. He plans to pursue a career in Surgery.

David Andrew ‘Riseberg

Internal Medicine
University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Originally from Silver Spring, Maryland, David graduated from the University c

Pennsylvania with a Bachelor’s degree in Biochemistry. His favorite moment in medici
school was destroying the varnish on a wood table at a tequila party in his house afte

an exam. His worst memory was having mono during the first anatomy exam. The mo!
significant event of his tenure here was meeting his wife-to-be at PT Flagg’s. H
hobbies include squash, tennis and music.
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Tran hotter

Internal Medicine
George Washington University

Washington, D.C.

Fran graduated from the University of Maryland, College Park with a B.S. in Zoology
and later with a Masters in Health Services Administration from the George Wash-
ington University. She did her first two years of medical school at the Medical College
of Virginia and married her husband Steve (UMAB M.D., 1986} before transferring to
UMAB. Fran notes that the highlight of her career will be graduation day.

Glenn Sandler

Surgery
Albert Einstein Med., Ctr.

Philadelphia, PA
Glenn graduated from Colgate University with a B.A. in Biology before coming to
UMAB. His most memorable events include being yelled at by Dr. Diaconis on three
separate floors in a 30 minute time span and living with Darryn Band for 3 years. He
enjoys basketball and golf, but not trying to sell himself at Surgery interviews. He plans
to go into General Surgery, but his backup plan is to be a cruise boat doctor. If neither
one works out, then it’s on to commercial real estate.

£ise 1C. Satterfield

Family Practice

York Hospital

York, PA
Born in Greenville, SC, Lise Satterfield earned a Bachelor’s degree in Chemistry at the
University of Maryland, Baltimore County. She enjoys hiking and gardening. While her
most memorable moment in medical school was getting an A in Surgery, her least
memorable moment was getting 6 stitches in her forehead after a guard at the VA
attacked her with a library door.
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David Scharff

Internal Medicine
Mercy Hospital

Baltimore, Maryland

David graduated from the University of Maryland, College Park with a B.A. in Phi-

losophy. His hobbies include bicycling and basketball. He was band manager for “aBan
dCalledBob” and was also a bartender at Pickle’s Pub in his free time. His least favorite

memories of medical school were the first two years here, so naturally his most
memorable event would be finally passing the first two years of school and the Boards.

Alan Schneider

Internal Medicine
Mercy Hospital

Baltimore, Maryland

Alan graduated from the University of Maryland, College Park with degrees in both!

Zoology and Economics before coming to medical school. Alan’s most memorablei
moment in medical school was the birth of his identical twin sons. This event helped to:

lessen the pain of his least favorite memory, the biochemistry final. His hobbies include'

golf, basketball and sleeping.

•Ronald (Dark Schwartz

Internal Medicine
University of Minnesota Hospitals

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Ron is a native of Bethesda, Maryland who went to Franklin and Marshall College

where he graduated with a degree in Chemistry. Ron’s worst experience of medical

school was beginning his 3rd year rotations with Pediatric Surgery, but his favorite

rotation was his Medicine sub-internship at York Hospital. His hobbies include running
and travelling. The biggest mistake he almost made, he says, was contemplating going

into psychiatry, but now he plans to go into GI Medicine.

I am glad I did it, partly because it was well worth it, and chiefly because I shall never

have to do it again. Mark Twain.
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Scott Sheppard

Internal Medicine
Washington Hospital Center

Washington, D.C.

Originally from Washington, D.C., Scott graduated from Princeton University with a
degree from the Woodrow Wilson School of International and Public Affairs. He recalls
delivering two babies, a manic patient who squeezed his “buns” and Dan Croteau’s
Holiday Spa Capers as memorable events. His hobbies include crypto-linguistics and
collecting terra cotta Vishnu figures.

David Shevitz

Internal Medicine
Albert Einstein Medical Center

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Dave Smack
Transitional

Fitzsimons Army Medical Center
Aurora, Colorado

David, a native of Berlin, Maryland, received an honors degree in Zoology from the
University of Maryland, College Park. His most memorable event of medical school was
his senior year ambulatory rotation at Cumberland while his least favorite memories
were of overnight call regardless of the rotation. His hobbies include dermatology,
tennis, dermatology, golf and, you guessed it, dermatology. David recalls the rec-
ommendation letter he received from the chief of dermatology at Walter Reed as one of
the highlights of his four years here. He says, “Be all that you can be — U.S. army.”
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Corcli Smith

Radiology

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Prior to coming to med. school, Laurie worked as an X-ray technician, returning to

complete her pre-med requirements at College Park. While in med. school, she found

the time not only to plow through the piles of class notes and hooks, hut also to work
part-time at Holy Cross and continue her hobbies of skiing, white water rafting and
racing on a highly successful sailing team based in Annapolis. Significant events for

Laurie during medical school, her marriage to Rusty Smith (that’s right, the same last

name) and election to AOA. Laurie and her husband will be settling in Albequerque for

the next few years where Laurie will be doing residency.

ICim ICilkowski Solberg

Psychiatry

Sheppard Enoch Pratt

Towson, Maryland

Kim is a native Marylander. She was born in Baltimore and has lived in Harford County]

since the age of 10. Prior to pursuing a career in medicine, Kim worked as a registered

nurse after receiving a AA/RN from Harford Community College. She earned her

Bachelor’s degree in Zoology at UMCP. Outside of medical school, Kim’s life revolves

around her husband, Mark, and their son Robby. As a family they enjoy camping and
taking long walks with their two yellow labs. Kim attributes her success during school

to hard work, perseverance, and tremendous, never ending support from truly won-
derful family and friends.

Oavid Allan Stone

Internal Medicine
Medical College of Virginia

Richmond, Virginia

Born, raised and educated in Baltimore. Leaving? You guessed it! Member of the Alpha
Omega Alpha Honor Society.

The practice of medicine is an art, not a trade; a calling, not a business. Voltaire
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Bugene Jeffrey Sullivan

Internal Medicine
Medical College of Virginia

Richmond, Virginia

Gene, or Jeff, as some of us know him, is a graduate of the University of Maryland,
Eastern Shore where he earned a degree in Biology. He is originally from Silver Spring,

Maryland.

It is not necessary to count every flake of the truth that falls; it is necessary to dwell in the

imagination if the truth is to be numbered. It is necessary to speak from the imagination.

William Carlos Williams

Jackson ^am
Internal Medicine

University of California — Irvine

Long Beach, California

Tackson, a native of Hong Kong, came to the U.S. in the 1970’s. He graduated from the

University of Maryland with a B.S. degree in Pharmacy and an M.S. degree in phar-

maceutics before attending the School of Medicine. He also served as the president of

the American Professional Student Association in 1987. You can call him Tackson, or

you can call him Tack, but never call him Tacky, please!

Judith B. Thomas
Anesthesiology

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Born and raised in the Baltimore area, Judy played around at several colleges before

earning a B.S. in psychology from Towson State University. One month after giving

birth to the most wonderful Zachary, she plunged headfirst into medical school (ouch!).

Between changing diapers and falling asleep in front of textbooks, Judy found time to

crochet, cross stitch, play frisbee and travel. Best times: doing invasive procedures and
sewing up folks in the ER. Worst times: three long months of internal medicine. “My
love and gratitude to my parents, and especially Zachary.”
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Jennifer S. Uirnauer

Internal Medicine
New England Medical Center

Boston, Massachusetts

Born in Bethesda, Maryland, Jennifer went to Yale University and earned a B.S. in

Biochemistry. Jenny’s fondest memory is the night Norm Lester was at her apartment
and found out, over the phone, that he had matched in ENT and the celebration that

followed. Her worst memory, however, was the nightmare of financial aid. Jenny is

looking forward to returning to New England for her residency.

John tlntcrborn

Internal Medicine
New England Medical Center

Boston, Massachusetts

Originally from Vernon, Connecticut, John received a B.S. in Biology from the Case
Western Reserve University. John has kept busy with his hobbies which include

racquet sports, golf and various other unorganized social activities as well as his role as

treasurer of the Student Council in 1986 and ’87 and his membership in AOA and RMC.
“Thanks to Drs. Applefeld, Foxwell, Claudy and Calia for their help and guidance, and
thanks to SFH for his friendship.”

‘Kathjj Usher

Family Practice

York Hospital

York, Pennsylvania

Kathy is originally from Silver Spring, Maryland and she attended Indiana University

where she received a B.S. in Biology. Her hobbies include running and volleyball and
she was also president of the Christian Medical Society.
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tOilliam Bari Oenanzi

Internal Medicine
Wilford Hall USAF
San Antonio, Texas

I graduated from Bel Air High School in 1981 and from Loyola College in 1985 with a

bachelor’s degree in biology. This year the degree changes, but I’m still a bachelor. I was
motivated toward medicine by hospital volunteering as a young teen and by
“Hawkeye” Pierce. I was willing, even excited to accept an Air Force commission as

part of my scholarship program. Like my fictional role model. I’ve tried to maintain a

sense of humor to survive the past four years experience. I now look with excitement
toward my new home, new rank and position as Captain and first year medical resident

at Wilford Hall, San Antonio, Texas. I’d like to thank Mom and Uncle Rick, my friends

and teachers, and especially all the Reagan/Bush supporters. Adios.

‘Richard tOeinstein

Internal Medicine
George Washington University

Washington, D.C.

Rich is native of Bethesda, Maryland and graduated from Wesleyan University with a

degree in Chemistry. “Being a doctor is just like not being a doctor, only you’re a

doctor.”

Irving Uaughan tOestneg

Transitional

Henry Ford Hospital

Detroit, Michigan

Irving is a long time resident of the Silver Spring area. He graduated from Howard
University with a B.S. in zoology. His most memorable medical school moments are his

first obstetrical delivery, which produced a healthy baby girl (surprise!), and studying at

Dave and Darryl’s house during the preclinical years and the struggle to escape after a

snow storm trapped him there. “Good luck to all!”
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John 7. U)iley

Internal Medicine
Mercy Hospital

Baltimore, Maryland

Born in Goshen, NY, John F. Wiley earned his bachelor’s degree in Biology at the

University of Maryland, Baltimore County. He enjoys ice hockey and music. The most
j

significant events for him were Steve and Pete’s party at the end of sophomore year and I

wearing sunglasses and playing air guitar in Florida during spring break Junior year. His

least favorite memory was sophomore year finals.

^obin tOilUams

Surgery

Howard University Hospital

Washington, D.C.

Robin is a native of Takoma Park, Maryland who graduated from the Johns Hopkins
University with a B.A. in Chemistry. Her hobbies include Tae Kwon Do, modern dance

and ballet. She notes being treasurer of SNMA, research genetics and surgical oncology

as some of the significant events of her tenure at medical school.

‘Ronald Jay tOilliams

Medicine/Pediatrics
Milton S. Hershey

Hershey, Pennsylvania

Ron graduated Cum Laude from the University of Maryland at College Park with a B.S.

in Microbiology. He was one of our most active classmates, serving as AMSA Vice

President, Family Practice Club Vice President, Student Council Secretary in ’86-’87,

and Student Council President in ’87-’88. Ron’s most memorable moment? — his

marriage to Caryn, of course! Then again, there was that role in the Wheel of Fortune

skit during Sophomore Follies; he was the rigged wheel who spun “3-for-2” for Ellen!

We will always remember Ron as someone who donated his time for our benefit and as

one of our friendliest classmates — after all, who else could get that Indian nurse on 3C
at the VA to actually start an IV!!!
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^*eter £. U)isnicwski

Internal Medicine
University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Peter was born in Silver Spring, Maryland. He received a Bachelor’s degree in Biology

from the University of Dayton. Pete’s hobbies are basketball, fishing, and water skiing.

Significant events for Pete were the class picnic at Susie’s, Steven’s post Sophomore
year finals party and watching him put the moves on “anything that walked.’’ Among
his least favorite memories were the preclinical years and vascular surgery call. His

favorite memories are of spring break in West Palm beach and many cold ones with
Steve H., Mike L., and John Wiley.

Gregg tOolff

Orthopedic Surgery

University of Maryland
Baltimore, Maryland

Gregg graduated from Towson State with a B.S. in Biology. Favorite subject: Easter

Break. Least Favorite subject: Sorry, Neri! Favorite Rotation: Rehab, at U. of Colorado.

Least Favorite Prof: Sorry, Neri! Best moment: Graduation. Worst moment: 7:50 AM,
morning of pharm phinal. Most Embarrassing moment: Me?? Are you kidding?? Most
useless moment: Complaining at the Dean’s meetings while watching Dean Dennis
doodle on his lunch napkin. Memories: Away electives, Scharff’s cupcakes, crabbing
with Mikey, partying with Beastridge, riding with Susie, skiing with Shaz, Bethany and
neurosurgery with Yoda, squash (ouch!) with A.J., VA with Maywin, V’Ball with Kathy,

Kernan’s with Annie, softball, football, “thankyaverymuch,’’ Florida, Florida, Florida
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Other Priends

Thomas £ang

MD-PhD Research — Pathology

I spent my youth being raised by wolves and attended Johns Hopkins and graduated with a Bachelor of
Arts degree. If you haven’t noticed, I didn’t graduate with you in ’89. 1 didn’t graduate with you because;
a) I’m 3 for 2; b] MD-PhD; c] stupidity; d) b and c. Answer: d. Yes, I will graduate eventually in 1992. So, I

hope to have all of you as my residents someday.

Andrew £ieberman

MD-PhD Research —
Pathology

Andy graduated from Duke University and is currently working on his PhD in the Pathology
department.

Eric Erice Plicholson

MD-PhD Research —
Biochemistry

I grew up in Silver Spring and graduated with a BS in Biochemistry from the University of Maryland
College Park. I really enjoyed being a part (if not a member) of the Class of ’89. 1 have fond memories of
the first 2 years, like exam days when B-O-H-I-C-A was scrawled on the chalkboards and we were all
basket cases. I also liked hearing the horror stories of your 3rd and 4th years while I began my PhD
work. My least favorite event has been the inevitable fate of an MD-PhD student, leaving the class and
getting out of touch with most of my classmates. Senior week was great. I hope to see many of you as my
residents. Thanks for all of your encouragement and good luck to all of you.
Life is short, but art is long: Hippocrates, Aphorisms

Geoffrey C. Rosenthal

MD-PhD Research
Epidemiology

Geoff, originally an inhabitant of the womb, received an MS in Biostatistics from Georgetown
University. For Geoff, the most memorable events of the past four years have been the birth of his
son Stephen and Carmel’s face during the birth. Other memorable events include presenting
research findings at American Heart Association in front of 250 people (!) and the unpleasantness of
bein^ raked over the coals by Dr. Lazanski and of taking the PhD qualifying exam. Geoff’s favorite
hobby is “making babies with Carmel.”

CDusa Gangoren
Whether presenting his research at the 1988 Neuroscience meeting in Montreal or belting out an aria at
the Peabody, Musa is always ready to perform. Already accomplished in a dazzling array of artistic
endeavors, Musa plans his next performance under the hot lights of the operating theatre. A Bethesda-
born Turk with the charm of a true Vanderbilt grad, Musa will be well remembered for his unique
personal style, refreshenly unconventional modus operand!, and complete inability to get Dr. Marzella
to spell senescent during the sophomore pathology course. His sense of humor, integrity and loyalty
to his patients and colleagues should insure a successful and rewarding career in the specialty of his
choice.
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or Success

To Qmgfi often and muchf
to win the respect ofinteChgent pcopte and the affection of

children^

to cam the appreciation of honest critics and endure the

betrayaloffaisefriends,

„ to appreciate Beout^^;

to find the best in others,

to (eave the wortd a Bit Better,

wBetBer by a healthy chUdf

a garden patch or a redeemed sociaC com&tion,

to know even one Bfe has breathed easier because you hved
TBIs is to Bave succeeded*

Ralph Waido Emerson
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